Who are we?
About us

Mr. Surender Kumar

The passion to guide travelers to their desired destinations has led Anjna
Global to become one of the most sort after travel companies in India.
Whether designing a personalized business travel program, a unique tour
plan, destination selling, or an unforgettable personal vacation; Our focus
is on the commitment to satisfy the needs of our privileged customers. This
determination allows our team to offer an unmatched experience for the
travel agent, meeting planner, business traveler and vacation traveler, as
our core consumer. This unwavering pivot, in addition to a dynamic,
energetic and exciting travel culture, ensures our customers have access to
industry-leading tools and technology, supported by the genuine care and
concern of our associates all over India.

History
Founded in 2010, for over 8 years, we have been traveling the world
spreading love, joy and adventure.

Mr. Surya Bhan Singh

Our CEO and Managing Partner Mr. Surya Bhan Singh and Mr. Surender
Kumar (Managing Partner), are an ardent tourism professional with over a
decade of experience in tourism and hospitality sector. He is one of the
premier leaders in the arena of Dubai’s tourism industry. He has pioneered
several tourism programs in the region by successfully promoting & selling
Dubai as a great holiday destination. With a vision to make exquisite
foreign destinations easily accessible to people across the globe, he set out
on a mission to bring affordable packages and worldly adventures to
fellow travelers and explorers.

Our Promise
We are always committed to providing our customers with the best service
possible. To make that happen, we offer 24*7 customer support with
guaranteed assistance. We take great pride in our team’s undivided
attention to make every customer interaction a satisfactory affair, to
further build a long-lasting relationship.
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Products & Services
• Sightseeing City Tour
• Adventure Tour
• Attraction Tour
• Hotel Packages
• Luxury Tour

• Cruise Tour
• Corporate Tour
• Educational Tour
• Visa & Transfers

Why choose us?

Our Mission & Vision

We wish to deliver the best services with 24X7
supports. We are offering our fleet, cars, buses
and more than 100 staffs at your services. Each
of our staff has gained enough experience in
catering the needs of tourists. We are providing
better rates of hotels in the entire industry and
we are one-stop tourists’ solutions with 24X7
online availability, giving instant confirmation,
quick response, and personalized services as
well.

As a leading Destination Management Companies, we aim to deliver the superior quality
services to the industry and to participate
equally in its growth. We dream bigger and
higher and aiming to cater at least 30% of
India’s holiday market in next two years, in
UAE, Singapore and also Malaysia.
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The City of Gold &
Beauty of Skyscrapers
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Al ain city is widely known as largest Inland city in the UAE
which is surrounded by red sand dunes and mountains. Al
Ain city is one of the most popular tourists’ city that takes
you to great Hili archaeological Park. This tour takes you to
enjoy the Al Ain museum – including millennium gold
pendants, highest peak – Jabel Hafeet, Camel market, Zoo
and Hili Garden. You will also visit the palace of Sheikh
Zayad, instrumental formation of the UAE. While strolling
through the wonderful gardens you will see the white lions
and tigers.

Abu Dhabi gives you an ample opportunity to visit the iconic
landmarks like mosque, museum, malls & majestic buildings
with the enjoyment at the adventurous rides. Ferrari world is
a theme park to enjoy rides like roller coaster, formula 1 and
many more that gives you pleasant experience. It is located
on the Yas Island that consists amazing, funny and adventurous rides to enjoy with family and friends. An array of the
friendly activities and kids attractions that provides you a
unique and never ending experience.

Sharjah is a well-known city of the cultural centres of UAE. It
is a home to many museums, beautiful lagoon and green
parks that takes you to experience and discover the unique
Arabian lifestyle, passing by Mosque, a unique pearl monument and symbol of Sharjah. Some of the major attractions
of the place are Al Etihad, old ruler office, Ajman Fort and
Museum to learn about the past of the Emirates. You will
also see the Archaeological Park, Heritage Village, Nabooda
House, Blue Soak and King Faisal Mosque.

Fujairah city is well known for its scenic beauty which is a
perfect place to be away from the hustle and bustle of the
city. This tour includes Al Badiyah Mosque, Masafi and a visit
to its famous roadside market also known as Friday Market.
The oldest fort with great historical importance as it is
served as home of the ruling family. This tour starts with a
drive through Hajar Mountain range to Fujairah Grand
Museum. It gives you a glimpse of art, handicrafts, agriculture area, impressive mountain area & Heritage village.
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Abu Dhabi City Tour

Abu Dhabi is the capital city of UAE is the meeting place of
tradition and modernity. Abu Dhabi city tour takes you to
enjoy its high buildings, malls, mosques, theme parks and
majestic landmarks with Wide range of activities. It
includes some of the best attractions of the city such as Yas
Island, Ferrari world, Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque & largest
Malls. You will also visit the Carpet Souk, handicraft centres
and traditional arts & crafts market. This tour gives you a
glimpse to most attractive places that can’t be missed in
life.

Abu Dhabi Ferrari World City Tour

Dubai is one of the best city of the world that has become a
symbolic for its visitors. Dubai has many tallest buildings
such as The Burj Khalifa, Burj Al Arab, shopping centre, The
Dubai Mall and other majestic buildings. It gives you an
opportunity to visit the amazing city that also includes
activities desert safari, Belli dance, Camel riding
photo-shoot and Quad biking. The city tour takes you enjoy
the beauty of the great place, impressed by the vividness
and hospitality of the place to lose yourself in the sparkling
beauty of Dubai.

Fujairah East Coast City Tour

Sharjah Ajman City Tour

Al Ain City Tour

Dubai City Tour

City Tours

Desert Safari Adventures
Dubai Morning Desert Safari

Dubai Evening Desert Safari

Morning Safari is a great time to enjoy the Desert in cool breeze,
it is specially designed for those who are not having time in the
evening hours. Morning Safari is beneficial for lovers of nature
and also for adventurist. The morning desert safari gives you
memorable experience, great pleasure and never let down your
expectations. For this our professional, experienced and trained
drivers of the safari, will drive you comfortably to the Red Sand
dunes which is an amazing place to enjoy in the morning Safaris.
A comfortable tour will add more fun in the experience, after
your safari get relax and enjoy the delicious buffet meal
arranged by us. Also you can click some pictures for your lifetime
remembrance.

Evening Desert Safari is must for everyone visiting in Dubai to
enjoy and to share a memory with your family and friends. It is
the biggest attraction for the tourists visiting Dubai. Evening
Safari is the best time to explore the desert, to enjoy the camel
ride, Belli dance, live performances, and other activities as well.
Evening Desert Safari also includes many Sight-seeing and other
adventurous games also.
You can have the opportunity to enjoy the golden sunset, sand
skiing, Delicious BBQ dinner, live performances of Belli dancers
around campfire by starlight and natural beauty of the Desert.
Enjoy Sunset while you are on the highest dune. An experienced
and professional guide will assist you during your trip to desert.

Dubai Overnight Desert Safari

Dubai Private Desert Safari

Overnight Desert Safari is a wonderful experience that makes
impressions in your mind for a long time. Spending one night in
desert under moon is a way through which you can see the
Arabian Desert Culture. It gives you a wonderful experience and
sink you in delight by spending one night in the lap of Desert.
This safari is designed to give you the real Desert experience that
presents an incredible view of Sun Dropping under the Horizon
and give fun throughout the trip. It’s a world’s great attraction
that gives you a glimpse of Arabian Desert Culture and their
unique way of living. Desert Safari gives you opportunity to
enjoy Camel Riding, Henna painting, Dance Show, BBQ Dinner
and Desert Driving.

Private Desert Safari is one of the prime attractions of Dubai
across the globe. The private Desert Safari presents an opportunity to enjoy with family and friends. You can customize your
morning, evening or overnight safari as per your convenience. It
includes rides on 4 wheeler to enjoy Dune Bashing, Camel
Riding, Belli Dance, Quad Biking and also international BBQ
dinner with trained and professional guide. This Safari is an ideal
way to have fun in privacy, designed exclusively by keeping in
mind the requirements of the visitors. The tour takes you to
enjoy Belly dance performances near the campfire. Enjoy the
Private Camel ride for Photo-shoot, Sand skiing, dance shows,
Sunset view and Delicious dinner.
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Mountain
Safari
Adventures
Hatta Mountain Safari
Hatta Mountain Safari has become a famous tourist destination especially for thrill seekers, an ideal gateway for all the
tourists. This mountain safari tour is an exciting & convenient
way to experience the breath- taking views of the place. This
safari offers an exciting experience at the Hatta Heritage
village, Hatta Rock Pools, Hatta Hill Park during your trip to
view the picturesque sites and enjoy adventurous rides. A
Memorable visit imposing notable landmarks, Parks, Wadis &
Pools as it is full of fun & thrill. At Hatta rock pools you will
enjoy fresh water pools carved out of the rocky surface
where you will find crystal clear water, fish swimming in the
water. Hill Park is the natural green area for picnic with
family.

Dibba Adventure Tour
Dibba adventure tour takes you to the beautiful sights of
Hajar Mountains, golden sands and the Dibba Bay. A great
place where you will get a chance to watch Dolphins, enjoy
swimming, snorkelling with equipment. A good place for
outdoor activities which is a hidden treasure waiting to be
discovered by the tourists. The adventure tour to the Mountain range fills you with lots of wonders by giving a pleasant
time to enjoy your leisure time and also do sun-bathing
under the sun. The tour will be a heaven for the lover of
nature & adventure with crystal clear water, panoramic views
of natural attractions and plenty of thrilling activities.
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Hajar Mountain Safari
Hajar Mountain Safari tour where you will enjoy at rocky valleys,
dramatic deep gorge scenic mountains and oasis drive through a
visit to date plantation to explore the picturesque fishing village of
Dibba. Travellers are requested to wear comfortable shoes and
loose clothing as Desert, ocean and mountains all are founded on a
single place that gives you a better opportunity to plan your
vacation and simply enjoy the beautiful trends of nature. During
Safari you will be taken to breath taking scenery at the highest
mountain range to see the Historic mosque while passing through
modern Bedouin village & camel farms. Enjoy the day with fascinating cliffs and deep mountains to explore the fishing village of
Dibba.You will not only witness the beauty of nature but also chocolate prepared from camel milk, including expedition to local craft,
pottery, carpet, desert, fruits & vegetables.

Dubai Buggy Adventure
Dubai is a premium travel hub for both tourists and businessman.
It gives a wide variety experience to Buggy Adventure; a white
cunning adventure in the desert. Trip to Dubai is incomplete
without enjoying this Safari. It’s the most innovative & unrivalled
portfolio of adventure tours. The most deserted safari tour that has
premium attractions for visitors. Buggy Adventure tour are well
promoted in Dubai. This adventure tour provides many activities to
make visitors excited and energetic. Anjna Global offers this tour
including camel ride, hotel transfer, lunch and soft-drinks during
sight-seeing and sand dune bashing.
It’s a sand boarding activity, highly enjoyed by those who seeks
thrill and adventure in the desert. Buggy is equipped with a full roll
cage, bucket seats and safety harness. Guides will assist you and
also provides you soft drinks during your tour.

Falcon Adventure Tour
Falcon Adventure Tour attracts many tourists every year. This tour
gives an opportunity to mingle with Falcon. A place where you get
face to face with Falcon. Anjna Global takes you to exclusive falcon
adventure tour. An experienced and qualified instructor will guide
you for adventurous sport. Soft drinks and delicious lunch will be
provided to you during your tour.
This tour gives you an opportunity to unravel the mystery of Dubai
Desert conservation reserve. This tour is a full day experience to
learn about the falconry in the region. Falcon is a national bird of
UAE. Our Falcon trainers will be happy to assist you in the scientifically demonstrate the hunting procedure of the Falcon. During the
tour you will be taken you to the top of the huge sand dunes where
falcon’s show is performed. It gives you a chance to observes the
activities of Falcon.
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Theme Parks in uae
Yas Water Theme Park

Yas water world theme park today’s ranked as one of the best and
unique attraction in UAE. This offers an opportunity to enjoy the
ultimate aqua adventure at the park with thrilling rides. Spread
over 4 levels the theme park is generally based on the story of a
young Emirate girl. The park has highly intensity water slides that
takes you through a twenty meter funnel. The park consists 4
themed Parks and 2 water Parks with amazing water slides. You will
find pearl drive, Bandit Bomber and treasure hunt game for a really
enticing and wonderful experience. It gives you an opportunity to
enjoy the day without any inconvenience. An area of around 15
football pitches that takes you on an amazing experience. Pearl
Drive takes you on a magical quest to solve puzzles and to play
with the magical creature and lost treasure.

Wild Wadi Water Theme Park

Wild Wadi Water Park has been the attractive place in UAE. The
park is located in the front of the stunning and no. 1 seven star
hotel - Burj Al Arab that takes you on amazing rides & attractions.
This waterpark is designed for the enjoyment of the entire family
that consists the most exciting flood river with high waves. This
tour gives more exciting rides at Tantrum Alley water slides. The
entrance of the Park is based on the height and provides complimentary access for the children of two years. Enjoy the high waves
of the Flood river, wipe out & rip tide flow rides offer the ultimate
surfing experience. This water park is completely designed for the
enjoyment of all age person. This water park is the best and widest
selection in the UAE that offers stunning experience.

Iceland Water Theme Park

Ras Al Khaimah - a manmade entertainment waterpark that is
themed as the homeland for Penguins along the coastal water of
the Arabian Sea. The water park consists wave pool, kids’ cove, rain
dance pools and may others water sports activities. Visitors are
allowed to wear swimming costumes as any metallic accessories
like buckles and zippers are prohibited at the pool. Team building
activities, birthday celebrations and parties which gives a unique
and pleasant experience to the visitors are also organised at the
waterpark that gives an extraordinary experience to all. Besides
the traditional Park it had some themed attractions such as
man-made waterfalls, water slides, Polar Mountains and kids’
dedicated area. The Park includes amusement parks, thrilling
slides, resort facilities and also shopping. Visitors can enjoy the
Snorkelling, swimming and many more activities which provides a
unique experience at the water-Park.
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Theme Parks in uae
Ferrari World Theme Park

Atlantis Aquaventure Theme Park

Ski Dubai Snow Park

Ferrari world theme park is located on Yas Island, offers a unique
experience for visitors of every age in a climate controlled
environment. This theme park has more than 20 unique thrilling
rides & attractions for all visitors. A family friendly environment
with wide variety of Italian dining, amazing thrilling rides, exciting
attractions, themed store restaurants inspired by rich Ferrari
brand. A magical world of interactive challenges, amazing special
effects & unforgettable characteristics to help the tourists to win
the race of life time. Formula Rossa, junior GT, Junior training
camp, The Pit Wall, Red Show, Ferrari store & Scuderia challenge,
village in Italia & many more activities that are performed in the
amazing & thrilling world park. Formula Rossa is the world’s
fastest roller coaster to experience the mega speed car, Junior GT
gives an exhilarating experience & lots of fun.

Atlantis Aqua venture is the most attractive water park; a combination of two attractions – The Lost Chamber Aquarium and
marine animal inhabiting the aquarium. This aqua-venture is
located with Atlantis that allows you to enjoy these two attractions. It’s the no. 1 water park in the Middle East & Europe. It
includes same day access to pristine private adventure beach. At
the water park, marine animal aquarium gives glimpse of living in
a recreation of their natural environment.The aqua-venture
boasts incredible water rides and the lost chamber. Tower of
Poseidon and Tower of Neptune are the sides especially for the
adult to enjoy. There is also a playing area dedicated to children.
Anjna Global offers a great budgeted package with exhilarating
ride with splashes, beach front along with the sides of Palm
Jumeirah Island that is amazing for the visitors of Water Park.

To spend a day in this snow park gives you a unique and thrilling
experience of being able to ski and enjoy other fun like March and
dance of penguins. This snow park is located inside the mall of
Emirates that features a body slide – a kind of attractions that
leaves you breathless. A large observation tower offers a perfect
view and 1st indoor black run for a no. of penguins who are
periodically allowed out of their enclosure to interact with guests.
At the snow park parents can engage in recreational activities.
There is a dedicated area for children playing on the hills. Magical
setting, regular snow fall will amaze you and add more excitement
to fun filled snow experience. An ultimate access to the park and
thrilling rides. Visitors will enjoy the excitement by riding down
the slope with the spectacular bird’s eye view.
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Jet Ski is a thrilling and energetic tour in Dubai. Many visitors came
here to enjoy the waters of the Arabian Gulf. This tour is specially
designed to give you an exciting experience with basic training to
handle jet-skies for the beginners. High power Jet ski offers a smooth
ride and better handling experience to the riders. The jet skies are
fully insured & well maintained so that you will not face any difficulty
and will enjoy fresh aqua blue water, the sun shine and a superb activity to experience the exciting adventure on Jet ski to view different
sights from the sea for best and never fading memories. It gives you a
chance to hit the waves, swim with them, crash against them and
much more. It’s an exciting activity at the amazing location for water
skiing that has facilities for the beginners as well as for advanced
skiers.

Beat the heat with

ANJNA GLOBAL
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Water Sports & Activities

Jet Ski

Boating Adventure

Dubai Boating tour takes you for relaxing and peaceful escape
at the biggest sailfish destination where you will enjoy warm
and shallow water of Arabian Gulf. An advantage of riding on a
luxury boat that gives you amazing views of attractive sights
during the tour. Anjna Global guarantees for your unlimited
fun, excitement and relaxation. It promises to complete the
commitment with excellence and gives you an experience to
live like a sheikh only for few hours. We have fully equipped
fishing boats for the visitors to enjoy fishing and our experienced captain takes you to best fishing ground. This package
also gives you all transfer, complementary refreshments and
also all fishing equipment for fishing as we have huge collection of luxurious speed boats for you.

Dubai Cruise Ride

Dubai Cruise Ride Tour gives you a vivid glimpse of dashing
country to enjoy the real pleasure, fine dining & lots of entertainment with unforgettable memories. The tour takes you to
the beautiful sights as Burj Al Arab, Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
Marina & The World’s Island of UAE by flowing on water. It gives
you many opportunities and best services like Hotel reservation, sightseeing, dinner under the moon light and the sunset
view.
Experienced captains take you on a comfortable yacht with a
seating capacity on upper and lower deck. On upper deck
visitors can have their BBQ dinner with live performances and
on the lower deck a convenient cabin is for leisure. A best way
to travel the world with endless entertainment and a spectacular views of the true beauty that provides a great pastime.

Dubai fishing tour package is a very important, memorable, life
time sea adventure for fun that offers the most unique experience to do in UAE. The air of the fresh ocean brings smile on
your face. As the most popular outdoor activity especially for
those who are the lover of water and adventure. The tour gives
you a chance to catch many fish like - King fish, cobia, trevallies,
groupers, snappers & Barracudas. It offers an opportunity to
enjoy aquatic sport that is beneficial for individuals, families,
organizations, teenagers, kids and also adults. This tour continues since early in the morning to night for fishing with special
techniques and equipment. It’s a biggest sea fishing tour that
takes you to biggest sailfish destination. Luxury fishing boat is
equipped beautifully with a navigation system and fishing
equipment.

Water Taxi tour is a new way of transportation to discover
Dubai. Enjoy these vacations through Anjna Global. A chance
to view Dubai in stunning lights through water passages inside
the air conditioned water taxis that takes you to enjoy your
vacation with your loved ones, having water fun. Not just
having a superb water ride where you can also view a total of 25
different stations on your way from Jebel Ali to Al Shindagha.
This can be said to be the most unique and interesting way to
discover the beautiful city Dubai in the most innovative way
with your family and friends and capture those never forgettable memories of your life in brilliant colours.
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Helicopter Tour Sea Plane Tour

Seaplanes are combinations of boats and planes that have the capability of taking off
and landing on the water. Our seaplane tours will give you the unparalleled opportunity to view the sights on this distinctive vehicle. The seaplane tour starts at the dock
of the Jebel Ali Golf Resort in Dubai and flies over Fujairah for giving breath-taking
views. You also get a chance to see the exhilarating views of Dubai creek and world
Island from the clouds. You can enjoy seeing major tourist spots such as the Burj Khalifa and the Burj Al Arab from a high vantage point. This tour is a once in a lifetime
opportunity that can’t be missed in life.

Sky Diving Tour

LUXURY TOURS IN DUBAI

Sky diving is one of the best tour for the lover of adventure. This gives an experience
to jump from the height to see awesome views of Dubai. This sky diving is an enjoyable adventurous activity for the beginners as well as for professionals. It gives you a
feeling of flying like a bird that makes skydiving a thrilling experience. Soar like a bird
over the spectacular drop zones to enjoy the rush of the wind. The whole experience
take you in the incredible views as you swoop over the Palm Jumeirah that gives
incredible experience. One minute free fall takes you to indulge in adventurous activity that can’t be missed in life.

to See the Unseen Dubai

Dubai yacht speed boat tour takes you to biggest sailing destination where you will
enjoy warm and shallow water of Arabian Gulf. An advantage of riding on a luxury
yacht gives you amazing views of attractive sights of Dubai. Fully equipped fishing
boats and experienced captain takes you to best fishing ground where you enjoy
fishing. A relaxing tour that makes your trip more memorable with the enjoyment at
the amazing architecture and buildings. The thrilling speed boat tour takes you to the
iconic sights as Burj Al Arab, Atlantis Hotel and Palm Jumeirah. Extravagant waterfront
developments and sites gives a chance to enjoy photography while passing by the
modern buildings in Dubai.

Yacht

Undergo

Balloon Tour

Hot air balloon is the oldest form of flying. The tour is a leisure way to see the Modern
Dubai. It gives a unique experience to go up across the sky and view the magnificent
architecture of the place. Feel an amazing experience while travelling in a Hot Air
Balloon. The tour starts in the morning when the air is at the calmest. It takes you high
above to witness the enticing beauty of the desert sunrise in a Balloon basket with the
help of professional pilots. See the Arabian animals wondering in their natural habitat.
It also offers you the most amazing views as you hover around Dubai.

Speed Boat Tour

Taking a helicopter tour to enjoy the renowned beauty of Burj Khalifa, world famous
Burj Al Arab, World Island and The Palm Jumeirah. It gives you a chance to discover the
places that you have never seen. The unique tour allows you to see the magnificent
beauty from the height which provides breath-taking views of the city. The beauty of
the man-made Island, tallest buildings and shopping malls surely amaze you. It also
provides an opportunity to see the tallest skyscrapers of Dubai. Luxury helicopter tour
takes you to view the iconic buildings and magnificent skyline of Dubai. The tour is a
private and sharing based flight to enjoy the spectacular scenery of the Dubai.
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DUBAI CRUISE TOURS
Dubai Creek Dhow Dinner Cruise
Cruising down Dubai Creek gives you a wonderful experience which you don’t
want to miss in your life when in Dubai. Used as a trading vehicle, the cruise gives
you an opportunity to enjoy typical water-borne vessels of the Persian Gulf which
was traditionally used by pearl fishers. Creek Cruise Dhow gives you an opportunity to enjoy the wonderful skyline of Dubai. An evening tour to Dubai Creek on a
traditional Arabian Dhow makes you excited to enjoy under the evening stars and
dine on an International Cruise. You will also enjoy your delicious BBQ buffet
dinner, a belly dance, a magical show and a Tanura Dance show.

Dubai Marina Dhow Dinner Cruise
In today’s time Dubai Marina has become one of the most popular attractions of
Dubai. The city offers the most prominent views of skyscrapers & surrounding
residences around the Marina. Dubai Marina Dhow Cruise is the most popular that
provides a different pleasure to the tourists. Tourists are filled with great excitement to see the sights and landmarks of Dubai. It is home to the waterfront
community like Jumeirah Beach, Dubai Marina Yacht Club, Dubai Marina Mall and
other fascinating architecture. You can enjoy the sights from the open air upper
deck or leisure in the air-conditioned lower deck.

Dubai Bateaux Dinner Cruise
Bateaux cruise Tour takes you to along Dubai Creek to admire the twinkling skyline
and the iconic landmarks which is designed specifically. The cruise consists
eco-friendly features that gives you a fantastic experience with the red carpet
welcome, delicious cuisines and savour of welcome drinks. The cruise tour takes
you to the floating restaurant where you will enjoy the delicious cuisines, wide
selection of beverages, music, live entertainment and also panoramic views of the
city. Explore the waterways in a comfortable luxury vessel provide you a superb
experience to please you.

Rustar Dubai Dhow Cruise Dinner
One of the largest floating restaurant that gives you special dining experience
while enjoying the panoramic views of the city. A comfortable dhow cruise with
the art navigation and system safety provides a natural and soothing environment
while enjoying the romantic dinner, live entertainment, Henna Tattooing and
many more. The 5 star floating restaurant is designed to takes you to experience
the modern architecture of Dubai that includes Global Village, heritage village, old
souk, spice souk and mosque. Spacious and beautifully decorated Rustar Cruise
takes you to leisure or enjoy the panoramic scenery.
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Top Attractions
Burj Khalifa
Dubai a land of magnificent architecture that boasts about the tallest building of
the world Burj Khalifa, a mega tall skyscraper is the most iconic holiday destination fitted at the highest observatory tower in the world. The tallest free standing
structure is 828 metre tall with highest no. of occupied floors & the tallest elevator in the world. A designed architecture gives you the feeling of flying over
global landmarks that gives you panoramic views to bask in the luxury lounge. It
is a home to one of the newest attractions with a Falcon’s Eye view that allows
you to explore the city for a new experience.

Fountain Show
Golden sand, worlds’ tallest buildings and amazing attractions make Dubai a
unique tourist’s destination that gives surprising feelings to the visitors. Dubai
has plenty to boast about and fountain show is one of them as its many incredible views fills you with lots of wonders. World’s one and only extraordinary
gigantic fountain which goes at the height of 450 feet lies at the foot of the Burj
Lake outside Dubai Mall, leaves alluring impression over the minds of the
visitors. The astonishing fountain’s length is 900 feet where 6600 super lights, 25
projectors gives a visual spectrum of over 1000 abstract attractions that dances
to the tune of Music.

Dolphin Show
Dubai Dolphinarium is first & fully air-conditioned Indoor aquarium located at
the Creek side park in Bur Dubai, provides habitat to Dolphins. It provides social
family entertainment & education about Dolphins that allows public to come
close and interact with bottlenose Dolphins. You can watch Dolphin’s performances through live shows, photo session and also a chance to swim with them.
A place where you can meet these beautiful & friendly creatures with an arena
that can accommodate 1200 spectators which will fill your life with lots of fun.

Dubai Aquarium & Under Water Zoo
Dubai Aquarium & Underwater Zoo is the worlds’ most visited & entertainment
destination, rising to the third floor of The Dubai Mall. Sandy sharks and stingrays filled in the tank, takes you to the place where you will also get a chance to
reveal the beauty of the vibrant place with many mesmerizing activities. The
aquarium is a home for more than 33,000 aquatic animals of around 140 species.
Walking along rain forest, rocky shore and ocean environment to interact with
dangerous piranha, giant catfish that has a suspension bridge over the river. An
astonishing wonder where you will have lots of enjoyment and fun.
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Top Attractions
Burj Al Arab
Burj Al Arab is the worlds’ tallest iconic landmark in Dubai with lots of majestic buildings that fills you with lots of wonders to give surprising experience. A striking sail
shaped building set on an island is more than just a stunning hotel, is the living
symbol of modern Dubai. Dubai is a land of richness, magnificent architecture and
the amazing scenery fills you with lots of wonders. The building surpasses 1000 feet
in height consists 202 bedroom suites is one of the most distinctive structure in the
world. It stands on an artificial Island at a distance of 280 meter from the beach in
the Persian Gulf, presents panoramic views of the city. It is connected to mainland by
a curving path and the hotel doesn’t have ordinary rooms, it is divided into 202
duplex suites. Smallest suite occupies area of 169 sq. m, largest occupies 780 sq. m
as it’s the most expensive hotel in the world to stay in.

Ski Dubai
Ski Dubai is the worlds’ largest man-made Snow Park that covered the area of 3,000
square feet has become the major tourists’ attraction in Dubai. An appropriate
option for you to enjoy at tobogganing hills, Twin Tack Bobsled runs, a snow cavern
filled with interactive experiences and ride on the Giant Ball gives panoramic view of
the entire park. Ski Dubai is a mountain-themed attraction, offers the opportunity to
explore real snow and enjoy the magnificent collection of snow games in Dubai. A
collection of snow activities takes you to beat the heat of the desert and filled you
with lots of wonders by watching the activities, dancing, playing and march of
penguins several times a day which is free for snow park guests.

Global Village
Dubai is worlds’ largest tourists’ attraction that every year attracts a great number of
visitors across the world. The place is full of mesmerising architecture of traditional
as well as ultra-modern life that makes it a grand place for the lover of nature &
adventure. Global village is the place to know more about the vibrant city as it has a
lot to offer that gives visitors opportunities for shopping, entertainment and enjoy
cultural events. A mass gathering where people of all the trades with their speciality
can enjoy the show and shopping. The major attractions of Global Village are handicrafts, jewellery, eateries, musical fountain show, fireworks & train rides. The place
gives a glimpse of the tradition, culture and region that depict unity in diversity and
brings people together of different region.

Grand Mosque
Grand Mosque in Dubai is the most visited religious place that brings peace and
serenity to fill you with divine glow. Grand mosque is situated on the Bur Dubai creek
which is one of the largest mosques with a seating capacity of 1200 worshippers. It
is designed for the traditional Islamic architecture opened in 1900 A.D. known as a
religious place & a school devoted to study of Quran where children learnt to recite
it. A 70 metre high minaret rebuilt in 1998 is a hub for Dubai’s religious and cultural
life. The grand mosque consists of 45 small domes with 9 stained glass panels, sand
coloured walls and wooden shutter, is blend perfectly with the surroundings of Bur
Dubai. Located nearest Al Fahidi metro station between textile souk and Dubai
Museum in Bur Dubai area.
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Top Attractions
Sega Republic
Sega Republic is an indoor theme park located in Dubai Mall that is the best option
to boost adventure and fun especially for the lover of adventure. All the games and
thrilling rides gives you a high tech entertainment that creates unforgettable experiences. Sega Republic gives virtual experiences at the one of the region’s most
thrilling indoor theme parks where you will find latest amusements, arcade video
and redemption games. Adventurous rides at one of the best theme parks gives
fantastic experience to the visitors while rotating on a 360° spin wheel at a very
high speed.

Jumeirah Mosque
Jumeirah Mosque in Dubai is built in traditional Fatimid style, dedicated to receiving guests from all regions who don’t know much about the Islam and its traditions.
Extraordinary beauty, shinning and glittering lights of the Mosque attracts visitors
to take bath in the peace and serenity of the place. Masjid is the Arabic word for
Mosque where guests are allowed to cover their heads and remove shoes while
entering the Mosque. The holy day of the Islamic week is Friday, on that day all are
recommended to go to the Jumeirah Mosque for prayer. The mosque has a great
value that tells its own story of unaffected serenity to mesmerize you by the amazing beauty of the place. Tour to Jumeirah mosque is organised by Sheikh Mohammad Centre as it gives freedom to visitors to ask questions about Islamic culture
and religion.

Jumeirah Beach
Jumeirah beach is one of the best Public Beaches, located opposite to the Burj Al
Arab. An ideal place that consists children’s favourite playing area, picnic area and
barbeque area. The place has become a major attraction for the tourists that
provides plenty of enjoyment opportunities for younger as well as for kids. The
most spectacular beach especially for the lovers of fishing that brings lots of fun
and enjoyment activities. It takes you to leisure, soak up in the sun and also play
with the waves.

Jumeirah Palm
Palm Jumeirah in Dubai is the man-made island which has become a cynosure for
all the travellers for its amazing attractions which shows the magnificent beauty of
the place. Designed in the shape of Palm tree, consists long trunk of 2 kilometre
where each trunk is the main gateway of the Island. It contains a variety of business
ventures and private residents comprises of 4000 luxury villas and apartments that
were handed over during a phased period. Launched in 2001, a best destination for
the luxury loving person, takes you to the wonderful attractions of the world. The
artificial Island situated in Dubai’s coastline is made by using approximate 7 million
tons of rock to make this palm which is a house of number of species. The special
place of getting mesmerized in the golden sand of Dubai.
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Top Attractions
Dubai Museum
Dubai Museum is commonly referred as one of the major attractions of Dubai that
gives you a glimpse of the tradition & culture of Dubai. One of the best museum for
the past memories that has kept the tradition and culture safe, presents the glorious
picture of past of UAE. Ancient weapons, musical instruments, traditional houses,
Bedouin tents and many other items of the old belongings are to be found here. Also
you will find the Ceilings made of palm fronts, block, lime, mud and plaster shows
the majestic look to the building. It is considered as the oldest structure of the city as
Galleries at Dubai museum features historic Arab houses, mosques, souks, date
farms, marine life and deserts.

Heritage Village
Heritage Village was established in order to introducing traditional customs, traditions, profession and local craftsmanship in UAE. It is considered as a tourist attraction, built in order to keep the remembrance of the ancient traditional life. It displays
the picture of glorious past’s traditional and cultural life, custom and craftsmanship.
Visitors from all over the world witness the historic experience for many events like
shopping festival, National Day of UAE, Flag day and many other events. It tells us
more about the life style and tradition about the place to live life to the fullest. Gives
an exciting experience to the spectators as Singing and Dancing are the Soul of UAE
that local heritage came to the region through the commercial relation. Visitors can
also enjoy performances of folklore singing and dancing. Dances are also performed
primarily during the winters which is known as the tourists’ season.

Kidzania
Kidzania is a fantastic theme Park for the enjoyment of the children that provides
safe, unique and realistic educational environment. It is located on the 2nd floor of
the Dubai Mall, where children can lead independent lives to understand the world
better by being grownup themselves. One of the fastest growing educational
brands which gives a safe, unique and interactive environment to enhance the interest of your kids for various roles. Dubai has so many parks that helps you to spend
some quality time with your family and utilise the complete essence of your childhood. More than 80 different roles including surgeon, hosts, engineers, models and
more that provides exciting experience to the children. Such a fantastic place that
surely never let you feel bored by encouraging children to think and act
independently and allowed them to move freely throughout the Park.

Miracle Garden
Dubai has maintained its position from last decade for preserving the beauty, the
amazing man-made garden which is full of surprises at every point as millions of
amazing colourful flowers presents artistic design. A wonderful place takes you and
your family for a splashing treat of flowery surprise, comprising amazing colours is
such a heaven for the lover of nature. It gives plenty of opportunities to experience
your excitement in the company of nature. An international and aromatic garden
also consists a children’s playing area with magnificent flowers to mesmerize you.
The garden is like a refreshing oasis with colorful flowers and souvenirs shops to
cheer up and also you can go for Mosque, club carts, Miracle Garden trains and
tricycle during your tour.
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Top Attractions
Gold Souk
Dubai is the great trading hub as it has the world’s best shops where you can indulge
your passion and offers many options for those who wants to buy gold in Dubai.
Gold Souk is a traditional market located in the heart of the commercial business
district in Deira with more than 300 retailers dealing in most exclusively jewellery.
Visitors can find wide variety of bracelets, necklets, earings and rings that has been
the major place for attracting traders around the world. It has become wealthy in
recent year because of trading souks, are essential part of Dubai’s experience.

Spice Souk
A widely known city which is known greatly in the field of commerce located in
Eastern Dubai has many attractive places and markets as well including Gold Souk,
Spice souk, textile souk and perfume souk. Spice souk in Dubai is the best option for
you to feel the aroma of spices that are found here in abundance. It gives you many
surprises to feel the exotic savour that draws your attention like a magnet where you
will find the different types of spices. The small shops here are arranged in beautiful
ways and every type of spices are available at the souk. The souk opens every day
having variety of spices appealing here surely call your love of food out, most visiting
place to know about different spices.

Tha Dubai Mall
An amazing shopping centre located at the foot of Burj Khalifa, offers relaxed and
informal shopping experience. It is the largest shopping mall which is recognised for
the large collection of fashion brands with lots of activities. It comprises high and
mid fashion retail outlets and some finest designer brands in Dubai. An impressive
array of ultimate shopping experience which can be followed by the delight of big
screen, Sega Republic, Kidzania & world’s grand aquarium. The aquarium provides an
interactive approach to educate visitors on the ecology and marine life.

World Island
World Island in Dubai has been designed in a shape of world map. The artificial Island
is one of the planned projects which is surrounded by oval shaped breakwater by
using the sand soaked from the sea. The Island is divided into 4 main parts – private
homes, estate homes, dream resorts and Community Islands create the picturesque
of the real world. The most fascinating attraction built into the ocean has the most
deluxe qualities such as swimming pool, volleyball court, restaurants and also bars.
It’s an ideal location for party, dinner and breath taking views of Dubai.

Butterﬂy Garden
Dubai has lots of tourist attractions that gives importance to wildlife and butterfly
garden is one of them. It is dedicated to the man-made structures for the preservation of wild life. Newest attraction in Dubai located next to miracle garden, is the
biggest cove dedicated to the preservation of wildlife. The garden consists of 3
ponds with wide variety of colourful fish, is also known as a home for more than
15,000 colourful butterflies. . The garden is also a showcase for 3D flower designs,
following the butterfly theme gives wonderful feeling of enjoyment and fun to the
spectators.
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Corporate

and Trade Services

FIT Packages
Anjna Global, is prominent in operating FIT, Group Tours, Trips and plethora of travel packages in the region. We have
immaculate proficiency in operating array of holidays, safari, customize and personalized tour services across all the
major emirate cities like Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Fujairah, Al-Ain, Sharjah and Ajman.
The company offers wide range of tours, holiday packages, sightseeing, safari, excursions and plethora of interesting
activities in the region. Not only we excel in operating large tours, but also focus on providing full assistance to enhance
the holiday and other services.
We are diligently involved in promoting U.A.E with key focus on Dubai and are always in touch with the prominent trade
and travel organizations, suppliers along with the Dubai Department of Tourism and Commerce Marketing. As a result
we are able to fetch you the best deal, discounts and various assortment of packages at competitive price.
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Highest professionalism and comfort
Rejuvenate and experience the superlative luxury with our highly maintained 4x4, boasting multilingual staff with extensive knowledge of local culture and tradition.
The extensive knowledge of the region, culture and tradition has helped us to enhance and develop
new tour and travel products such as heritage tours to dinner cruises, fishing trips to desert safari and
mountain excursions. Our tours and safari, all are extensively researched and well planned for departure, taking every aspect and area of interest ranging from history and culture to desert drives and
unique shopping experiences. Furthermore, our half-day and full day tours are characterized by
providing wonderful opportunities to learn and discover the Arab tradition, accompanied by
walking through the historical areas and market places and visiting to Arab homes.

Plethora of options
For travelers thriving for unique desert experience, we have comprehensively designed amazing
tours in mountains, desert and creek. These off-road excursions include full day trip to desert,
overnight stay which also include camel riding, sand skiing, sand boarding and feasting in the desert.
Enjoy various fun activities like snorkeling, scuba diving, deep sea fishing, luxury cruises, or golfing at
championship courses.
The years of experience and in depth knowledge of the region, all combines to make the Anjna
Global - a first choice among the tour operators across the world.

Customized Packages
We are masters in organizing programs and also flexible in customizing our existing tour packages
both for big groups and for individuals.
Whether it is a private dinner, desert safari, bird watching excursion, wellness experience at spa or
complete holiday packages, we are master in designing as per the requirement of the customers by
keeping focus on budget and styles.
We are proficient in designing specific tour with a perfect blend of professionalism and personalized
services.
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uae
GOLF

PACKAGE

The Gulf has emerged as the top most destination for
majority of international golf tournaments. Anjna Global
is specialized in organizing golf holiday packages in
Dubai, Abu Dhabi and Ras-Al-Khaimah. Distinguished for
state of the art facilities, many golfing legends had lent
their names and assisted in designing golf courses such
as Colin Montgomerie, Greg Norman, Ian Baker-Finch and
Peter Harradine.
Every club in UAE is embodiment of the finest facilities
one can avail and are equipped with luxurious clubhouses, sophisticated academies, driving ranges and
renowned food chains.

Dubai

There could be no better place other than Dubai, to enjoy
and play the golf. Dubai is tagged as the golf capital with
prominent for world-class golf courses and superlative
facilities. The city has quickly emerged as a venue for
various international golf events. Today the city is considered as the most luxurious destination for golf with best
and unbeatable amenities.
If you are an avid admirer of the game we can arrange
quick access at discounted rates for an unforgettable
experience at your choice of golf club. For a quick weekend getaway or a week holiday, we can arrange it for you.
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Wedding Package
We are specialized in organizing opulence or simple weddings in
Dubai & over the time our services have been availing by various
esteemed customers. Planning and carrying out the whole event
successfully, has become our one of the strong point. Tying a knot in
Dubai is an unforgettable occasion but everything has to be pre-arranged. If you want to be the part and feel the experience, Anjna
Global is there to help you in achieving the perfection and beautiful
moments that you want. We cover all the aspects and help you in
hassle free wedding including official documentation, venue
bookings, transportation, flowers, celebratory cake, champagne,
reception arrangements, music, beauty treatments, Photography
arrangement and more. We work closely with the clients and their
valuable suggestions in making wedding a moment to cherish you
forever.
Venues :
We are specialized in organizing weddings with plethora of venue
options from the serene desert locations to luxury hotels, exotic
beaches, booking luxury cruises and boats. Our highly experienced
team can organize from simple blessing to extravagance celebrations.
Wedding coordinator services are also available to see and carefully
inspect all the arrangements before the actual wedding be organized.
Restrictions :
Kindly note that wedding packages are available for the customers of
only those nationalities who are permitted to marry in Dubai under
local UAE laws and after consideration of all circumstances. We have
the right to withdraw or change this service at any time based on any
changes in government policies.

Cruise Service
Anjna Global is a recognised DMC for providing cruise services in UAE
which are run and maintained by our highly trained professionals. We
offer best and regular services to every port and destination in the Gulf.
We are committed to provide extensive and comprehensive cruise
services and hospitality. Our multi-lingual staff is fully trained and experienced to handle, cater special and personalized arrangements for passengers. The immaculate service we offer right from the “Meet and Greet” at
the sea port. Our service portfolio includes visa arrangements, special
assistance, transportations, sightseeing and more.

UAE Sea Excursion
Explore picturesque and exotic shores of UAE, we offer comprehensive
Sea excursion to all age persons and groups.
Apart from enjoying and exploring the shores, the tour can vary from
sight-seeing trips to cultural excursion, Deserts, Mountains, Wadis and
oasis expeditions.

Pre and Post Arrival Service
Boasting an experienced team of professionals, we are master in accommodating any size of operation ranging from single ship personalized
services to multiple liners.
We work swiftly with ship representative or cruise line officials to provide
travellers hassle free journey between land and ship. Our diligent team
work comprehensively on all the aspects of logistics to escort and offer
them utmost comfort until their departure.
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for UAE

Corporate Clients

We boast an immaculate team of professionals specialized in managing and catering corporate events,

understanding the requirements of current business and providing comprehensive services dedicated to
the specific needs. The company has gained huge experience in creating innovation programmes
catering small and large firms, starting from creating innovation, concept and execution.
From organizing special corporate events, VIP visits, gala dinner, grand lunch or team building exercises,
we give a touch of class and flair to make it an unforgettable and successful event for you and your guests.
Apart from successfully managing the event you can also avail our services like venue scouting, location
identification, creative inputs, managing logistics, and providing assistance with budgeting, accommodation and catering we can do it all.
Over the year the company has gained valuable experience in the domain, understanding needs of
clients, and successfully carrying out every project precisely. Anjna Global in recent years has gained
tremendous prominence as an event manager par excellence.

Event Services
Our services have become quintessence of the highest standard and exemplary
services that distinguish us from others. Supported by qualified and experience professionals we are specialized in offering you best services before and after the event.

Types of Events :
• Executive Meetings
• Incentives and team building
• Gala events
• Annual Staﬀ Parties
• Spouse Programmes

Range of Services :
• Private tours and excursions
• Reservations and contracting
• Transfers and transportation
• Entertainment options

• Accommodation
• Event management
• Conference

Desert Events
Desert campsite has unique characteristics with a combination of stunning venues that provide natural and exotic settings, tailor made
events, live entertainments and themed evenings. It takes you to spend unforgettable moments in Dubai and Abu Dhabi.

Cuisine and Beverages

Arrays of Entertainment Activities

Special Events and Arrangements

We can provide scrumptious
food and beverages that can
match up to your mood,
theme and choices ranging
from the Middle Eastern
delicacies to wide range of
international cuisines.

While exploring the desert and feasting on
the scrumptious food, enjoy belly dancing,
Live Music, Fortune Tellers, Henna Tattooing,
Fireworks, Falconry, Camel Riding and
Plethora of local Attractions.

We also cater to special meeting, corporate
events or any other special occasion, you
want to cherish for lifetime. We have the
essential man power, flexibility, creativity
and service to successfully carry out the
event.
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Team Building Activities
Dubai is one of the most rapidly developing cities that consists diverse culture and tradition where team building activities gives you a
unique experience. A fantastic and thrilling day gives opportunities to experience team building activities in the desert. Relay races, Beach
Olympics, Cooking challenges and Volleyball tournaments are designed with the purpose of providing real fun and enjoyment to the spectators. Dubai hosts team building activities like innovative team building and classic team building and also indoor team building.

Relay Races

Beach Volleyball Tournament

High energetic and challenging relay race course that consists of
swimming, running and paddling. In these each participant will have
the opportunity to partake in all included challenges. Teams compete
against each other for fun and this event is considered to be the great
test of teamwork and fitness.

A beach volleyball tournament where teams play to reach the top
and gain the best. Participants gather for the great sport event at one
of the awesome beaches in Dubai for enjoying high profile events,
weekend tournaments and corporate events and more.

Sand Sculpture Creations

Beach Football Tournament

Building a sand sculpture is a hard activity that takes a good combination of sand, water, planning and teamwork to build a great creation.
In this activity, everyone will get the opportunity to collectively create
the magnificent sand sculptures on a particular given theme.

The world’s coolest sport that takes 6 or 7 players. The game is an
exciting activity arrange in a knockout style gives fun to everyone. A
safe experience where participants are suggested not to wear shoes
during the game.

Meeting, Incentive, Events and Conference
Anjna Global is a specialised travel agency for organizing MICE (meeting, incentives, conferences, exhibitions) tour in an ideal destination
Dubai. The company provides all types of facilities during your trip to make it memorable experience. We have the availability of venue
selection, meet and greet services, transfers and activities. Our representative will assist you for the success in business meetings, expertise,
conferences and events.
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Educational Tour
Dubai a dynamic city - a perfect blend
of historical and modern architecture is
known for its international flavours. It
has transformed stunningly from the
small trading town to today's buzzing
cosmopolitan city. Anjna Global is
prominent in organizing educational
tours for schools and colleges so that
students can see the amazing transformation in Dubai. Our highly experience and qualified team is master in
organizing the tour in a perfect way
which is a blend of both knowledge
and fun.
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City Tour

Singapore is
the modern city of
South East Asia that has plenty of
sightseeing opportunities to fill you with lots of
wonders. A multicultural city of hustle & bustle that is
famous for business excellence, takes you to indulge in its ethnic,
cultural and historical heritage. It’s a combination of Eastern and Western style
which gives incredible views at the amazing city. It has many attractions like the Marina Bay
Sands, Little India, Chinatown, Night safari, Wild life, Water Parks & many more. It takes visitors to the huge,
colourful & futuristic park like gardens by the bay which shows the natural beauty in Singapore. The tour
also includes visit to Ifly Singapore, Haw Par Villa & Discovery centre that takes you to a unique and thrilling
experience. You will also see Singapore Flyer - the biggest spin wheel presenting 360º views of Singapore.
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Wildlife Adventure Tours

River Safari
River Safari is a themed zoo with aquarium managed
by wildlife reserve Singapore. The one and only park
that has gained popularity now a days, as its fun &
uniqueness can't be found anywhere else. It provides
shelter to more than 6000 animals from different
species including monkeys, manatees, piranhas,
elephants, pandas, fish & more. The park also features
of 8 rarely found rivers has a lot to explore that gives a
soothing & calm atmosphere to all. The river safari is a
ride of 15 minutes that takes 50 passengers at one
time ride where you can also enjoy dining at some
restaurants. Visitors can enjoy the pleasing sites of the
park during their ride. It is divided into 3 parts including the giant panda forest, river adventure &
World-wide Amazonia. Another thing about the park
is that it gives you a chance to explore the park on foot
and never makes you feel bored. Here you would
discover the fresh water animals that roam in and
around the water parks.

NightNight
SafariSafari
Nightlife is yet another thing that people look out
when they plan a holiday trip and Singapore has
something unique to offer other than the ordinary
nightlife option that people follow. Well, everyone
must have been visited a zoo, but the concept of
visiting zoo at night is obviously not something you
come across everyday. Planning a holiday in Singapore comes with many surprises that you may not
have thought of.
Singapore Night Safari Tour is unlike any typical zoo
visit and it makes your night extremely happening.
Your trip will be accompanied with a never ending
clear sky, humidity in the air, and the sound produced
by various animals throughout. All the sound, activities and environment make the forest more alive than
it is in the day.In the silence of the night, you may not
be able to discover the beauty of the trees, but you will
know that how bigger animals prey on the smaller animals and how the natural life cycle takes
place. You will cross your ways to the lion and their cubs, tigers, and many wild animals. As the
animals hate hunting and playing in the burning heat of the day, the night safari allows you to
take the closer view of the wild life as the animals are more active during nights those days.
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Adventure Tours
I fly Singapore
I fly Singapore is the worlds’ largest themed wind tunnel
for indoor skydiving to enjoy the real flying like an eagle.
This flying is very thrilling experience especially for the
lovers of adventure and visitors will enjoy the free fall from
the height. It is located in front of the Siloso beach in
Singapore that gives you a real time pleasure under the
instructions & training of the professionals. Safest &
accurate free fall gives you the full body workout, heart
racing & thrilling experience.

Skyline Luge with Skyride
Skyline luge Singapore is a most thrilling & unique activity
with a wheeled gravity ride provides full control to riders.
Most exciting & extraordinary Singapore’s exercises at the
luge that takes you down the hill & sky-ride takes you back
uphill to the same spot. An outdoor fun fascination experience that can’t be found anywhere else provides a thrilling
& challenging experience to all age persons. Jungle trail,
forest adventure, dragon trail are different unforgettable
night luge experiences.

Gogreen Segway Eco Adventure Park
Gogreen Segway Eco Adventure Park has a tropical &
scenic scenery to glide through Segway that gives best
experience for the advanced riders along 3 beaches at
Sentosa Island. The 3 beaches at the Santosa Island are
Siloso, Palawan & Tanjong Beach with admiring fragrance,
flowering trees, huge coconut palms & gorgeous stretches
of white sands gives best experience. Beginners can also
go for this adventure as it is performed under the
guidance of the instructors to make it an easy & safe ride.

Megazip Adventure Park
A tour for challenges task combines speed & fun to lead
you fly like an eagle to enjoy amazing views at Adventure
Park. Safe & challenging high ropes created by experienced specialists and some obstacles require the arm
power & determination. A 450 meter zip line takes visitors
above the ground level with the speed of 60 km/h across
the ocean, white sand beaches and sea. Mega zip adventure tour gives an exhilarating experience to enjoy activities like mega zip, para jump, mega bounce & climb max.
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Adventure Tours
Climb Max Singapore
Climb Max is a high rope adventure course with 3 levels
containing 36 obstacles requires the physical fitness due
to degree of difficulties. The activities are performed under
the instructions of the experienced & well trained staff for
the safe adventure. Climbing through netting, swaying
bridges & jumping across gaps through an aerial rope
courses are challenging for everyone. A great way of
getting over a fear of heights by facing the adventure with
high ropes, zip lines & climbing walls.

Para Jumping Singapore
Para jumping is an exciting aircraft for returning to earth
with the aid of gravity by using a parachute. It’s an experience where the body gradually accelerates to terminal
velocity by using the deployment of airborne & Special
Forces allows you to replicate the feeling of a free-fall
jump. At the para jumping leap point enjoy the amazing
views of ocean, jungles, palm in the breeze & white sand
beaches that provide amazing experience with custom
made safety wires that ensures a safe landing.

Wave House Singapore
Wave house at Sentosa beach is actually an Island,
designed to accommodate tourists which is blessed by
nature with beautiful beaches, tropical suns, palm trees &
spectacular sunset views. A perfect canvas to improve flow
riding & ultimate blend of entertainment with lots of fun
for all age persons at the beach. Friendly environment to
get involved & experience the latest bound sport technology. A big hit especially for kids on fast moving sheet of
water that gives a pleasant experience with endless fun.

Forest Adventure
Forest adventure is the best tree top adventure course in
Singapore to climb trees, jump & slide around using Zip
lines. Challenging moments across Tarzan swing, crossing
the tight ropes through metal rings to conquered fear &
boost confidence. It’s an aerial course that comprises
ladders, bridges, swings, nets, slides where participants
move from tree to tree through 34 obstacles on a safe
journey. A terrific day with many challenging levels of
difficulties require jumping & hanging around to enjoy the
spectacular views with many outdoor activities.
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Theme Parks
Haw Par Villa Theme Parks
Singapore has been able to establish
itself as a top holiday destination in the
South East Asia because the beauty
and ambiance it offers to the tourist
can be found nowhere. Singapore, in
every mean and ways, is a perfect
holiday destination because it not only
set the best example of the fusion of
modern and tradition, but its unique
diverse culture has made it a land of
diverse beauty.

Wild Wild Wet Theme Parks
Every year millions of visitors make
their ways to Singapore, a perfect
holiday for the supreme reason to
enjoy the culture, landmarks & more.
Territory city Offers Parks in abundance
will always find it better than your
expectations and known as major
tourist attractions to enjoy an ideal
holiday. The largest theme park
includes rides, adventurous activities;
has been the major tourist attraction
by NTUC club.

Adventure Cove Waterpark
Singapore is all about the parks, and
from the nature oriented parks to the
themed parks, Singapre never fails to
amaze its tourists. With so many parks
in its territory, Singapore, as a holiday
destination meets the expectation of
every type of tourists. As there are
plenty of parks, you may get confused
in making your choice of which park
should you visit and obviously, there
would be some that can’t be missed
out. Among that must-to-visit park list,
Singapore Adventure Cove Water Park
gets counted too.
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Singapore

Luxury Tours

Immerse yourself to the famous Island to enjoy the marvellous beauty,
unique traditional & cultural interactions, worlds’ amazing waterfall and
largest aquarium. Internationally well-known smallest country in the
South East Asia, is a hub for many cultural, educational activities with
diversity of cultural parks, natural heritage and 5 star hotel offering
mouth-watering cuisines according to the satisfaction of the customers.
Amazing attractions, hotels, theme parks and luxury transport facilities make it easy for you to roam around. Singapore luxury tour is an ideal
way to discover the true beauty that gives an extraordinary experience
to cater to the needs of individuals with unique blend of culture, art,
cuisine and commerce. It draws the attention of the visitors with lots of
entertainment & fabulous shopping. Luxury tour offers a wide variety of
affordable luxury hotels, comfortable transport, tropical gardens and
delicious food with lots of hospitality to relieve your life and gives you a
real time pleasure.
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Luxury Tours in Singapore
Dinner at Singapore Flyer
Dinner at the Singapore Flyer is a luxurious way to enjoy a
delightful selection of local and international delicious
cuisines. The spin wheel takes you to view the unique attractions while dining with an opportunity to capture the photos
of Marina Bay, Raffles place, Merlion Park & Padang while rotating over the largest wheel. This 360° rotational wheel gives a
glimpse of many glittering lights, sparkling stars, heart shaped
fireworks and famous attractions from the cabin of the flyer.

Driving on F1 Race Track
Driving on F1 race track gives a chance to tourists to drive Ex
Grand Prix Formula with a speed of 200km/h. It’s a life time
experience that starts with a safety briefings and this car race
gives you an exciting experience as this is driven under the
guidance of the instructor. The event take place in Singapore
on Marina Bay Street Circuit that is designed by different lightening projectors. The most stunning race gives a thrilling experience to the participants.

Sentosa World Beach Villa
Luxury villas in the middle of tropical gardens features sea
views, sundeck, kitchen, living room & pool with the SPA facilities at ESPA. Private beach villas is a home away from home that
gives you a chance to enjoy panoramic views of glittering
water and presents an ideal retreat to have splashing fun.
Sentosa World Beach Villas are designed with elegant framed
pools and a personal head servant to take care of your all needs
as per your convenience.
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Super Star Gemini

Singapore Cruise Tours
An Ideal way to explore the grace & charm of Old as well as modern Singapore, luxurious cruise
tour takes you to enjoy your holidays in a different way. An opportunity to feel relaxed and indulge
in the iconic beauty with mouth-watering cuisines and lots of fun. Cruise is designed with floating
5 star resort, bar, pub, clubs and no. of outlets for food & beverages with dance performances.
Superstar cruise takes you to view the sun, sea, people & culture, blend colourfully to impress you
at the time of dining with unlimited entertainment. Enjoy the world famous water ways & explore
the unlimited pleasure in the most popular country.

Facilities
Immersed in the new experience with amazing facilities and faultless services. The Superstar
Gemini cruise sails the high seas and entertained you with live music and games. The cruise combines smart cabins, restaurants and recreational areas to treat the superb entertainment from the
best of international comedy, dance and music under the stars with savour of delicious cuisines
and cocktails. The cruise gives you an amazing experience where you will truly indulge in the entertainment activities where you will find a real fun and pleasure.
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SINGAPORE’S
MOST LUXURIOUS HOTELS

Step into the lap of luxury – with hotels accompanied by an exuberant ambience and each having
distinct characteristics. From personalized services, unique meeting facilities, elegant architectures
and finely crafted furnishings to lavish restaurants of fine cuisines. Wherever you choose to spend
your time, it will definitely be an unforgettable one.

• Marina Mandarin , by Meritus
• Mandarin Oriental
• Mandarin Orchard , by Meritus
• Raﬄes Hotel
• The Fullerton Bay Hotel
• The Fullerton Hotel
• Regent , A Four Seasons Hotel
• The St. Regis

• Conrad Centennial
• Four Seasons Hotel
• Fairmont Singapore
• Swissotel The Stamford
• Goodwood Park Hotel
• Grand Hyatt
• Grand Copthorne Waterfront Hotel
• Orchard Hotel
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Top Attractions
Marina Bay Sands Sky Park
Sky Park is the fusion of man-made creations & natural beauties to enjoy the panoramic views from
one of the most iconic swimming pool on the height of 57th storey. The park is designed in the heart
of Marina Bay, to enhance the beauty & excitement of the park and make it a perfect holiday destination for the visitors. The sky park is a boat like structure that is higher than the Eiffel Tower of Paris.
From there one can enjoy the luxury, architectural wonders and vibrant colours of garden by the bay.
It's a best vantage point of the city with blue glittering water under a clear bright sun & is designed
by visionary architect. The park is divided into two part - one side pool and other side rests an observation deck. The deck on the park is covered with glass that gives a scenery to capture the memories
from the top of the deck and the pool itself is a dream paradise.

Singapore Flyer
Singapore flyer the largest observation wheel is located in the heart of downtown Marina Bay, takes
you 165 metre above the ground. The ride offers full day enjoyment with panoramic views of Marina
Bay to give you a real flight experience. You will enjoy the iconic attractions & historical landmarks
with cocktail, fine dining & champagne. The flyer is a giant spin wheel of Asia where you will get to see
Singapore River, Raffles place, Empress Place & Padang to explore the culture & architecture of Singapore. The Flyer is so high and is equivalent to height of 42 storey and also there are proper spacious
26 capsules with a seating capacity of 28 persons. The capsules are designed in such a way that one
can move around and sit properly during the ride on the wheel.

Gardens by the Bay
Gardens by the Bay is a magnificent garden in Singapore that gives mesmerising water front views
across three riverside gardens that includes Bay East Garden, Bay Central Garden and Bay South
Garden. The famous garden of the bay makes Singapore the Garden city with 18 super trees that
provides a shelter to the visitors. The biggest attraction of the Garden is tall structures that can also
be seen from distant places. The super trees give panoramic views by showing sparkling lights at
night & make it a perfect place to enjoy the beauty. There are also outstanding waterfall & theme
parks, designed to mimic the function of the real tree. Tree like structures help in moderating the
temperature and interior is designed to reflect the magnificent beauty of the Gardens by the Bay.

Botanic Garden
Botanic garden is the oldest & largest garden established by Agri Horti culture Society, now has been
handed over to the Government of Singapore. The garden is the witness for lifestyle, resembling of
the jungle & an example of protected environment that gives real pleasure to the visitors. The old
tropical garden situated in the heart of Singapore, has become an important centre for science
research & plant conservation. The major attraction of the Botanic garden is National Orchid Garden,
a top commercial centre for the production of Orchid which is the national flower of Singapore. The
world class heritage garden is awarded by UNESCO for the plenty of fresh air. There are also many
attractions like evolution garden, ginger garden, swan lake & Rain forest which are perfect places for
many tourists to have a good time and even beneficial for morning walk or a stroll.
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Chinatown Singapore
Chinatown is a bustling fusion of old and new Singapore, is designed with traditional shops,
markets, cool stores & cafes. In the past, it used to be a heritage city where Chinese people
gathered in former times but now a days it had been a famous tourist attraction that every year
attracts millions of visitors. Here many small shops are set everywhere for selling every sort of
things, including digital gadgets & traditional Chinese clothes. There are temples, smith streets &
Terengganu streets on the way, while visiting Chinatown. Never forget to visit the hawker street
to taste delicious food. It manifests the multicultural essence of the Singapore and takes you
from crowded market to fascinating architecture. A place where you will see the Hindus temple
& mosque set right next to the Chinese temple.

Little India and Arab Street
Little India is a hub for diverse culture, has become a best visiting place for the tourists that gives
a glimpse of Indian culture & tradition especially for those who wants the feeling of being at
home. A major tourist destination that offers Indian based materials, jewellery, henna tattooing
and also food. A really popular place that one can see the different style of shops & homes for
selling things at lowest prices. It's a cultural tour for the tourists, migrated to Singapore & different streets are designed in little India as ran street, India street & Arab street. Ran Street is space
designated for Muslim& India street for Indian. At little India, you will see the stalls of Delicious
Indian Cuisines, stalls for selling spices and there is also aroma of freshly cooked food. For visiting
Arab Street one must be dressed properly and volunteers will be there always for you to answer
your question.

Changi Chapel and Museum
The Major attraction of Singapore is Changi Chapel & Museum which was explored during
pre-independence when Singapore was ruled by Japanese. The Museum gives us detailed history of the Singapore & preserves antique artifacts, memorabilia & rare coins with fantastic designs.
A brilliant monument is also a gateway to recall the sacrifices of the past rebellions of Singapore
which provides an emotional exploration of wartime history. The museum also has collections of
heart rending paintings, photographs, personal effects that gives valuable insights of daily life.
The Museum plays a vital role as educational institution & research centre where you will find a
collection of rare books & literature of the city during war years. It has many historical sites
including Changi Village, Changi Beach & Old Changi jail. Changi Chapel & Museum the best and
easiest way to discover & know more about the glorious city.

Singapore Zoo
A beautifully designed Zoo, formerly known as Zoological garden is a home for many species
that allows thousands of animals to roam freely in their natural habitats. It's a unique and amazing Zoo, divided into 11 Zones where visitors get a chance to mingle with different creatures
without any barrier. Visitors can see lion's performances on splash safari, flying foxes roaming
over their heads, mouse deer and polar beer. A trip under never ending sky gives surprising
experiences to the visitors. A clean and highly maintained rainforest zoo with tram rides, trails &
platform to see the habitats & exhibits of wildlife. Plenty of arrangements are there for tourists to
enjoy delicious cuisines along with the wild creatures of the world. An ideal trip for the family
and special enjoyment for the kids at Kids world area and for Youngers lots of fun at coolest
waterpark.
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Fort Canning Park
Fort Canning is a historical landmark in the heart of the city is a perfect blend for heritage
and natural splendour which is covered with huge and shady trees. Earlier it was used to
store military equipment but now it has been converted into Public Park. The park is located on high hills, serves the spectacular views for nature and peace lovers. One can enjoy
many sculptures after reaching the port as it's a quiet place for walking or resting in leisure
that gives information about the history & different roads of the park. Plenty of signboards
for you to help in finding your path to the most visiting sights like open field, fort canning
centre, fort canning hotel & battle box. A vibrant trading port with iconic landmarks is full
of surprises for music and nature lovers has become a venue for celebrations. Theatre,
expensive lawns for hosting concerts & wedding parties at Hill-top Park that has something to offer to the whole family.

Sentosa Island
Sentosa Island is a popular Island in Singapore to be visited by millions of people every
year which has been today's most loved & favourite destination for every age persons. A
wide range of world class attractions, beaches, shopping centres with accommodation &
dining opportunities at a single platform that presents panoramic views to the visitors.
Unique activities, ambitious theme Parks & delicious food gives you a wonderful experience like Universal Studio which is the major attraction of the Island with 24 unique rides
suiting for every age group. The island has many other amazing attractions to catch the
sight of the visitors & it's regarded as the world's largest wind tunnel which is designed for
the purpose of skydiving that gives you an opportunity to fly like a bird. If you are planning
a trip to enjoy vacations, this is the right place to visit & enjoy the activities in Singapore.

Peranakan Museum
Singapore has many theme parks, attractions and rides that every year attracts millions of
visitors to explore the city. Apart from the major attractions, Peranakan Museum is also
the foremost tourists’ attraction that gives a glimpse of the culture of Peranakan to the
visitors. The natural museum is spread over 3 galleries at 3 levels, is designed in a way to
make visitors learn about the peranakan's culture. The museum is designed with the
beadwork, embroideries, art & craft to amaze you. It also features of different sets of utensils and has become the finest & foremost collection of the Peranakan artefacts. Gallery of
wedding is the most liked gallery at the Museum and located at the 2nd level. Here is a
fine collection of all the items used in marriages like red packet, clothes, candles, jewellery
& much more.

Sri Mariamman Temple, Singapore
Sri Mariamman Temple is the oldest temple located among the landmarks of Chinatown
attracts every year thousands of devotees in its premises. It is built in 1827 when there was
the rule of British East India Company and is dedicated to the goddess Mariamman who is
known for protecting her children from illnesses and diseases. The temple is built in order
to serve Hindu community in a better way with auditorium & rooms for wedding, cultural
events & more. The temple has been a national Monument as a major tourist attraction
due to its historical & cultural significance. It is surrounded by multicultural populations
which provides spiritual, social & community services to the visitors. It has been a most
prominent place for Hindu Devotees to worship and displays uniqueness which is far
away from modern touch.
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Tiger Sky Tower
Singapore is a land of many iconic attractions, pristine beaches & resorts where visitors can
enjoy the panoramic views and many fun activities. In recent few years, it has been a major
tourist attraction and Tiger sky tower which is the only highest observation tower, consists the
height of 131 meter above the sea level, gives 360° views of the skyline. The tower is a hub for
fun activities as one can enjoy the amazing views at day and even at night. The tower has the
height of 50th storey that one can take a revolving ride to view the iconic scenery of the
Sentosa Island and the horizon of Indonesia. It would be better to take ride during the day as
you can see the city clearly at that time from the tallest observation tower of South East Asia.
Ride takes 72 people at one time & make it easy for you to see the natural greenery & attractions from the top of the tower.

Singapore Discovery Centre
Singapore Discovery Centre has plenty of parks whose aim is to present a picture of Singapore
and fill you with immense fun to experience the Singaporean life in a unique way. It's a major
tourist attraction that makes Singapore's story comes alive and provides a better understanding to the visitors to keep them entertained. Experienced staff will assist you to explore the
centre more & make you able to share the story of Singapore and an insight of the future. It's
a unique holiday destination that attracts millions of visitors for the extravagant beauty with
lots of enjoyment. It's the state of art, strives to share the story of Singapore with a desire to
contribute the future of Singapore. It's an organisation whose purpose is to engage you with
multi-sensory learning experience of integrated themes. A digital dance studio to learn dance
and various fun filled multimedia interactive presentation with lots of fun & transquality on
the water over at SDC Lake by doing pedal boating.

Lau Pa Sat
Lau Pa Sat constructed in 1894, is currently known as a Telok Ayer Market which is a historical
building located in Downtown Singapore. It's a food centre with several shops inside the
market such as cheers store, repair shop, tailor & laundry store. Market features an open plan
with no walls in it and huge ceiling fans to keep people away from sweating as there is hardly
any market in Singapore that doesn't have air condition. The global city that has witnessed
the establishment of many tall buildings, financial institutions and many live performances at
the stage in the evening time. Lau Pa Sat is situated in the heart of financial district, is a popular food market that blends history, architecture, mouth-watering food & many of the prominent buildings of Singapore standing today.

Kusu Island
One of the Southern Islands in Singapore that is famous for its Malay Shrine, was earlier
known as the Peak Island. The whole story about the Island revolves around the giant tortoise.
It is said that a magical tortoise has been transformed into an Island to save the shipwrecked
sailors. This Island is a blessing for the childless couples as it consists some mythical powers.
There is also a Chinese temple which is regarded as the power to confer prosperity, cure
disease & calm anger. It is dedicated for good health, good wealth and harmony. The Island
was built by a wealthy business man as the climbers have to step over 152 steps to devote
their pray. Kusu Island is built in the lap of the nature with its swimming lagoon, Turtle Sanctuary and pristine beaches. The Island is popular place for picnics & snorkeling to enjoy with
family and friends.
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Universal Studios
Step into the alluring world of movies & magic at the theme park which is located within
Resorts world Sentosa for providing you an unforgettable experience when you ride the
movies on a roller coaster. The first & only theme park is the marvellous architecture of
Singapore which is designed to introduce ecosystem & the species, give you a lifetime
thrilling experience at the unique Island of adventure. It is based on the 7 themed zones,
including cartoon character & movies to give you immersive entertainment experience as
it is known for unlimited fun. It has features of 24 movies & themed rides which are exclusively framed with Hollywood Zones of airlift water Park. Universal studio never puts at
rest as all the zones have their own attractions, qualities including rides, live shows &
street performances that everything revolves round the themes.

Cable Car
Singapore Cable Car ride is a unique way to spend a romantic evening with a loved one
and brings captivating experience for the family. The ride gives an aerial link from Main
Island to resort Island Santosa that take you to the iconic scenery of Santosa Island and
makes you able to view the infrastructural development & panoramic beauty of the place.
Visitors can have more enjoyment & fun by wondering over the amazing attractions
through the cable car ride. One can witness Dolphins and also many tourists’ attractions
of Santosa. The ride also takes you to hilltop, entertainment spot, various attractions like
universal studio & Siloso beach of Singapore that gives a full day fun to you along with
your family. The cable car also takes you above the forest, across jungle trees & sea
through a skyscraper.

S.E.A. Aquarium
The largest aquarium that has become a hottest attraction and a home for more than
100,000 marine mammals from 800 species swimming in the huge tank of water. The
Species at the underwater world are divided into 10 habitats zones including Persian Gulf
& Arabian Sea, Red Sea, Strait of Malacca & Andaman Sea, Bay of Bengal & ocean journey.
Visitors can either stare at them or can play, swim and dine with the creature in the magical marine world. All the zones in the aquarium are awesome yet some of them gives you
an amazing experience that you will never forget as this take you deep in the midst of
amazing species of the world.

Trick Eye Museum

Wild Wild Wet

Trick eye is an unusual museum that refers to an art works for converting 2D images in to
3D effects by using optical illusion. Step into the world of painting that will surely boggle
your mind and give you a chance to capture memories in your camera with lots of fun &
laughter. The museum built in South Korea has become a popular tourist holiday destination that displays the ancient & traditional artifacts of the culture, has made its way to
Singapore. Museum is categorised into six theme zones as each theme has something
unique to offer that visitors don’t like to leave the place as no one wants to come out of
this world of dreams. The amazing 3D effects encourages visitors to touch them & take
photos of these 3D optical illusion, developed by Singapore's gallery. Korea originated
museum is generally recognised for its art techniques in transforming 2D painting into 3D
images.
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CITY TOURS
Kuala Lumpur Half Day City Tour
Kuala Lumpur is the capital & global city of Malaysia which boasts sparkling
skyscrapers, colonial architectures and charming myriad natural attractions.
This city is also known for its colourful culture, traditions, stunning activities &
theme parks. The tour takes you to see Petronas Twin Tower, the Iconic symbol
of Malaysia. The city consists ultra-modern artefacts, prominent landmarks
and unique buildings. An opportunity to visit the oldest mosque, national
monuments, Chinatown, lake garden, king palace, handicraft centre, theme
parks, temples and many more.

Batu Caves & Countryside Half Day Tour
The Batu Caves is a limestone hill which has a series of caves and temples,
located at a distance of 13 kilometres from the north of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. It takes its name from Batu River, which flows behind the hill. The cave is
one of the most popular Hindu shrines outside India, dedicated to Lord Murugan. It is the focal point of Hindu festival “Thaipusam” that takes you to visit
golden statue of lord Murugan, 3 big caves & Rubber tapping demonstration.

Kuala Lumpur Full Day City Tour
Kuala Lumpur is the growing skyline of modern metropolis which makes it a
charming and graceful city. It takes you to see the contrasts between the old
Indo architecture and ultra- modern edifices. It is furnished by fascinating
architecture, iconic land marks and unique buildings. The full day city tour
takes you to enjoy the prominent beauty of such a great place with PETRONAS twin Tower, Chinatown, Kuala Lumpur Gallery, handicrafts & Batik centre,
National mosque, theme parks, temples and many more.

Full Day Genting Highlands Tour
Genting Highlands has a myriad range of attractions that includes strawberry
farm, Snow Park, Casino and shopping centres. This full day tour takes you to
enjoy the amazing indoor and outdoor thrilling activities at the theme parks
which is located around 6000 feet high above the sea level. It gives you a
chance to view the panoramic scenery, enjoy skyway cable car ride and
mingle with rare cave animals. Many thrilling rides at the theme parks to fill
you with lots of fun.

Half Day Putrajaya Tour (Exclude Boat Ride)
Putrajaya is the administrative capital of Malaysia which is known to be
self-contained & fully integrated city which boasts the latest communication
and infrastructure technologies. The tour takes you to enjoy at the wide
variety of parks where visitors get in touch with nature. Putrajaya is a home
to many iconic buildings, Putra Mosque & Lake that describes the insight
history of Malaysia. World class living and working environment, amazing
man-made lake, spectacular bridge with glittering lights & changing colours,
presents the magnificent picture of the city.
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KL Hop on Hop off City Tour
Kl Hop on and Hop off Bus Tour is a free, easy and excellent way to visit the
wonderful attractions of the city in a semi glass double decker bus which
covers more than 70 attractions in a unique way. The bus is equipped with
multi language taped audio commentary, covering all the Inner attractions
and places. The tour takes you to see lakes, gardens, historical quarters,
towers & much more. A guide will be there for you to explain about all the
attractions to make it your most convenient tour.

Sabah City Tour
Sabah City Tour gives a very enjoyable experience to the visitors while
visiting the fascinating attractions of the city. Apart from this, the city is
renowned for many adventurous activities, nature based attractions, Parks,
Wild life Reserves, shopping & dining experience to fill you with lots of wonders. The city has plenty of opportunities that suits the tastes and preferences of the visitors. The tour takes you to explore many facets, feel nature and
know about city’s culture.

Sarawak City Tour
Sarawak is a large state that attracts visitors to come and explore the adventure in Malaysia. Sarawak is the most dynamic and sophisticated city where
people of different races, culture and regions are found. The tour takes you
to the spectacular caves and extraordinary rocks of the city to feel the
warmth of friendliness. The fantastic place that gives visitors to explore the
myriad areas including nature reserve, cultural village, heritage area,
Sarawak museum & orchid garden.

Johor Bahru City Tour
Johor Bahru has become a major tourist destination with two major amusement Parks, mosque and a glass decorated Hindu temple. A must visiting
place in the city that allows visitors to know about the Religions in Malaysia.
The tour takes you to explore the major attractions of the city where you will
find the royal family crowns, antique handicrafts, artefacts & unique buildings of state government secretariats with impressive architecture and
designs. Handicraft centre lies opportunity for you to view natural fabric,
Batik Painting, traditional art and craft in Malaysia.

Taman Negara Full Day Tour
Taman Negara is the world’s oldest tropical rainforest which is considered as
a home for tigers, birdlife and enormous flowers. The most extensive
protected area for hundred species of birds, butterflies, insects, fish and
plants. Visitors come here to discover the living treasure, spectacular caves,
Malaysia’s highest mountains, trekking through dense & thick forest pathways. The place is a natural paradise to swim in the crystal clear pool and
experience the lifetime adventure that awaits you.
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Langkawi Half Day Island Tour
Langkawi Island is one of the best place to experience the Island’s rich history, sights & the most legendary landmarks where you will get to know the
beauty of the wonderful rural countryside. This tour takes you to white sandy
beaches to leisure, fun and splashing around the blue waters. The perfect
location with plenty of activities that provides fun and enjoyment to the
nature lovers as well as adventure lovers.

Cameron Highlands City Tour
A green area stands high above the sea level is the smallest district in Penang
that positioned close to the border to the north. Cameron Highlands is
Malaysia’s prime vegetable producer & agricultural heartland, supplies fresh
vegetables to the major cities of the country. The tour takes you to the
remarkable Rose garden, cactus valley, bee farm, strawberry farms & tea
estate in the amazing and unique corner of Malaysia.

Penang City Tour
Penang Island is famous for sandy beaches, rich culture and natural scenery.
Also known as “Pearl of the Orient” that consists resorts of international standards that sprouted up full facilities for rest and recreation. The tour highlights private mansion, famous museums, stunning temples, Monkey beach
& turtle sanctuary. It takes you to learn all about the most popular activities
with plenty of sightseeing opportunities that includes war museum, snake
temple, botanical garden & butterfly farm.

Kota Kinabalu City Tour
Kota Kinabalu is one of the fastest growing cities in Malaysia with many
tourists’ attractions in and around the city. This place is the bustling gateway
of Sabah and Borneo Island with thrilling jungle trekking & camping at the
National Park. An exotic tourists’ spot with beautiful Islands and clean sandy
beaches that consists breath-taking sunset view, blossoming arts, wildlife,
outdoor activities and diving adventures. The tour takes you to the Cultural
village, Sabah Museum, Museum of Islamic civilization, city mosque &
wetland culture.

Malacca City Tour
Malacca is a historical city that used to be a great trading port in South East
Asia but recently it has been revived as a popular tourist destination due to
many historic attractions. It was ruled by Sultanates, the greatest and most
powerful British Empire. The economy of the city is based on the tourism that
also hosts several international conferences and events. The city has been
listed by UNESCO in 2008, consists many family friendly attractions to experience the bustling weekend, heritage museum, farmland, beaches, Heritage
Museum, temple, church, River cruise, River parks, & palace of Sultanates.
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Mount Kinabalu
Mount Kinabalu is one of the highest mountains in East Malaysian State of
Sabah and situated in Kinabalu National Park. It permits you to climb
summit of the mountain by passing through the hurdles. The tour starts at
the time of sunrising and climbers generally reaches the headquarters by
mid-afternoon. Low peak can be climbed quite easily by the physically fit
climber without any climbing equipment. Mount climb activities include
rock climbing, paragliding & mountaineering that requires proper training
and equipment for climbing.

Gunung Mulu National Park
Gunung Mulu National Park is a famous limestone cave system which is
accessible by wooden walkways and paths. The physical challenge of climbing through expansive cave system surely wakes up your senses. Fascinating
sights and activities include bat observatory & adventure caving trips to the
Mulu caves. A park guide is mandatory for taking you to the popular activities at thrilling and majestic tourist destination. It’s a home of geological
phenomenon, brilliant old growth tropical rainforest, crystal clear rivers and
a fascinating incredible wildlife.

Genting Highlands
Genting Highlands is a quick holiday getaway in Malaysia that boasts of
most exciting activities. The place has myriad range of indoor and outdoor
thrilling activities which takes you to enjoy horse riding, trekking, abseiling,
rock climbing, sky diving & mountain biking. These blood pumping activities gives you a thrilling experience and a chance to mingle with rare
animals at theme parks that surely wake up your senses.

Legoland Malaysia
Legoland is an international theme park of Malaysia with more than 40
interactive rides, shows, attractions that offers full day entertainment and
adventure. The park also includes resort for the accommodation and dining
facilities. The place gives you a chance to experience the diversity at single
place. Here a wide variety of many indoor and outdoor activities, water
based rides & splashes gives special enjoyment to young ones as well as
kids.

Langkawi Cable Car
The cable car takes visitor high above the sea level while hovering over
jungle and gives you a unique experience. Located in the oldest part of
South East Asia, gives enjoyment at waterfalls with the glimpse of the wildlife and birds. The ride includes amazing & adventurous experience to excite
you. It gives beautiful 360° degree views where you will be able to observe
the close range of overhangs cliff walls and nature monuments. Most
unique and exciting features of Langkawi Island provides panoramic views
to amaze you.
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Tanjung Sanctuary
Tanjung sanctuary is a resort located on the west coast of Langkawi, Malaysia that covers 62-acres of land with private sandy beach, fresh water
streams & rocks. It consists peaceful environment and other facilities like
swimming pool, water sports, Spa, television lounge and tour services for
customer’s convenience. Quick access to wildlife, birds and private beach
provides an unforgettable experience. Wide range of recreational programs,
magnificent views, best services & hospitality gives enjoyment to the
visitors while being in the company of nature and different creatures.

Penang Hill
Penang Hill takes you away from the heat of the Georgetown by a cable car.
At hilltop you will find restaurants, Souvenir stalls, mosque, Hindu temple &
a hill resort to explore leisure. The most convenient way up to the Penang
Hill is the Railway and also you will find motorbike and jeep services for the
hill. The summit offers magnificent views of the Georgetown, mainland of
Malaysia and Penang Bridge. Small and medium sized mammals like squirrel, monkeys and bats can be found at trail up the hill.

A’famosa
A’Famosa is the most notable attraction of the fort which consists a hotel,
indoor and outdoor theme park & golf course. It’s one of the oldest architectures and an Ideal place in South East Asia which provides fun at the golf
course, swimming pool and tennis courts. Several theme parks include
Animal World Safari, Cowboy Town , water world & wonderland where you
can enjoy different activities like Archery, Horse Riding, Paintball, Rock
Climbing, Go Kart, Cycling, Paddle Boat, Pony Riding, Horse Carriage, Target
Shooting & Fishing.

Kinabalu National Park
Kinabalu National Park is located in the hilly area which also hosts natural
attractions and enjoyable activities including waterfall, hot spring, Botanical
Garden & insect Museum. The Park is the first heritage Site, designated by
UNESCO where world’s largest flower Rafflesia is found which blossoms
exceptionally rarely. Mount Kinabalu is located in the park which hosts
activities like mountain biking, trekking and paragliding. The park has best
accommodation facility and also known as a home for various species of
orchids, frogs, butterflies & lowland.

Pangkor Island
Pangkor Island a small and beautiful Island located at the western side of
Peninsula is known for its Fishing supply that welcomes thousands of
visitors to visit nearby villages and towns. Many places dedicated to tradition & culture that increases the taste of the visitors. The places include
Dutch fort, Chinese temple, Great Wall of China and jungle walk. Visitors can
also enjoy activities like motor riding, trekking. It gives a unique experience
to the travellers with an overlook of beautiful sunset.
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Sepang International Circuit
A motorsport race track located near Kuala Lumpur international Airport is
the venue used for the events including Formula One, Malaysian Grand
Prix, A1 Grand Prix, Malaysian Motorcycle Grand Prix and more. The amenities includes a souvenir shop, a restaurant, an automotive museum, a
motor sports club and a medical centre. The sports track is reliable, hot and
humid that provides lot of fun and entertainment to the spectators and the
riders who are engaged in such activities.

Lost World of Tambun
Lost World of Tambun is the Malaysia’s fun and adventure holiday destination that provides amazing family experience. The world of adventure is
located in the worlds’ historic city which is surrounded by greenery and
consists amusement Park, Tiger valley, Petting Zoo, Tin Valley and a hotel. A
popular theme park is full of adventurous rides and most fascinating attractions. It provides many other facilities like accommodation, Spa, Pool, hot
spring and relaxing massages to please you.

Manukan Island
Manukan Island is one of the largest Islands, situated amongst tropical
greenery that offers unparalleled water sports activities, hotel accommodation & delicious cuisines at one of the pristine corner of the world. A wonderful destination that takes you to experience the natural surroundings of
the Island. It also features an outdoor pool, restaurants and villas for offering wide range of activities such as diving, snorkelling and trekking. Glass
boats help visitors to view marine life near sandy beaches which is
surrounded by crystal clear water - a perfect place for swimming.

Pangkor Laut Island
Pangkor Laut Island is a private Island nestled amidst an ancient rainforest
and white sandy beaches, set along the straits of Malacca. It has been
developed as the privately luxury resort which also provides spa facilities to
the travellers. The Island not only boasts to worlds’ premier resorts but also
variety of wildlife. The Island is easily accessed by a short boat ride or
helicopter transfers where visitors can engage in the water sport activities
like jet skiing & snorkeling.

Sunway Lagoon Theme Park
Sunway Lagoon is Malaysia’s best and largest theme park with a wide
variety of watery rides, land activities, man-made river ride, wave pool &
Surf beach. A multi-zone theme park is divided into 5 different sections that
include Water Park, Scream Park, Amusement Park, Extreme Park & wildlife
parks. Activities like Bungee Jump, G- Force, Flying Fox and Water-plex 5D
gives a thrilling experience to the spectators. You will also be entertained
by daily street performances. The park also gives you a chance to mingle
with different creatures at wild life park.
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Sunset Luxury Yacht Cruise Dinner
Sunset Luxury Yacht Cruise tour is a perfect way to spend the
evening on a beautiful Island to watch the tropical sun dips
below the western horizon of the Andaman Sea and the sky.
You will experience the stunning beauty of the golden
Sunset to enjoy your romantic vacations in Malaysia with a
cocktail in your hand. It takes you to witness the spectacular
views of Langkawi Island with the savour of cocktail and
romantic BBQ dinner. The cruise provides a relax time to
enjoy the beauty and food while soaking up in the scenery of
changing hues of sky over the horizon. The most beautiful
experience to truly indulge with your friends or beloved that
surely cherish you forever.

Helicopter Tour in Langkawi
Helicopter tour is a truly unique way to experience the magical Island that allows you to enjoy the beauty of the place.
This tour is the best way to see breath-taking views of the
mountain range, tiny islands, harbours and beaches of Langkawi like a bird which takes you to the most beautiful spots
on the Island. It is considered as the safe experience under
the guidance of the trained pilots. Panoramic views of the
Island, mountains, lake, rivers & lagoon gives unbelievable
experience while hovering around the sky. The tour surely
provides you a really amazing experience and takes you to
the sailing yacht rides in the green water of the Andaman
Islan. Especially designed tour provides an unforgettable
experience to the entire family.

Jet Ski Tour in Langkawi
The Jet Ski tour takes you to the Andaman Sea to enjoy the
breath-taking views over the crystal clear water and white
sands of Langkawi. A ride on an open sea while bumping
your waves to have a great adventurous ride to come at the
western coastline of the Island. Large resorts occupy private
beach areas to avoid impacting nature and eco-system. Jet
Ski tour takes you to see Langkawi very closely from the sea
to visit several tiny Islands and natural attractions like lake,
lagoon, limestone cliffs, caves and mangrove around Lan
kawi. Enjoy watching the marine life in the green water of
Andaman Ocean with the help of snorkel. Enjoy the nature
and other offerings from a close distance for a real worthy
experience.
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luxury tours
Naam Cruise Tour
A perfect way to spend tropical evening in Langkawi with
Naam Cruise Tour. It takes you to the picturesque straits &
the best highlights of the southern Island. You can watch
Falcons and also different changing hues of the sky like
deeper orange, purple and red. Cruise along the Shipping
Harbour with a sip of cocktails, juice, beer, Mocktails or wine
on an open bar at the deck. During the tour, life jackets and
Beach Towel will be provided to you and the tour continues
with the safety instructions which is accompanied by crew
members and certified captains. Buffet dinner is also served
on board that provides a really amazing fun to all.

Langkawi Sailing and Island Hopping Adventure
Langkawi is a popular place to enjoy vacations in Malaysia
and this tour is especially designed for adventure lovers.
The tour takes number of travellers for sailing & walking
along the beach with an opportunity to explore food
outlets and view Marine life. Delicious BBQ meal and wide
range of beverages like wine, beer, cocktails & soft drinks
are arranged for you on board. Langkawi Sailing and Island
Hopping Adventure Tour provides you an opportunity to
visit the nearby Islands to sail along the white sandy beaches where you get a chance to observe unique wildlife such
as monkeys, lizards and eagles in the mangrove forests.

Kuala Lumpur Cultural Night Tour
Kuala Lumpur Cultural Night tour introduces the Malaysian
way of life - a harmonious mingling of different races,
culture and region. Inspired by Malaysia’s rich and exotic
heritage, the tour not only showcases the country’s abundant beauty but also brings you to an exciting time as you
explore the vibrant cultural spots in Kuala Lumpur. The
tour starts with a visit to the Chinatown and takes you to Sri
Mahamariamman Temple, known as the historical temple
of Hindus. This tour wraps up with a delicious dinner and
spectacular array of Malaysian cultural dance performances. The tour with colourful vibrant lightening, fun and
endless entertainment provides a surprising experience to
cherish you forever.
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Cruise Tours
Eco Adventure Day Cruise Tour
A fantastic full day Eco Adventure cruise tour takes you to
experience the brilliant sailing with Stardust – the largest
cruise available in Langkawi. As the tour begins, you will be
taken by a speed boat where you will enjoy the joyfully play
of monkeys, brown winged kingfishers, coral fish and moon
fish. Then you will be taken to a secret lagoon for the adventure on Stardust cruise. The colorful layers of the limestone
with surprising views to explore the tiny cavern where you
believe to be the end of the cave. In fact this perceived
cavern is only a passage to a hidden lagoon. At some point,
you will see black water is shimmering as light. During the
tour, you will indulge in soft music and delicious delicaciesz.

Langkawi Sunset Cruise Tour
Langkawi Sunset Tour is available to take you on a romantic
night who love stunning views of sunset. A perfect time to
end your day by sailing across the sea, watching Spectacular Island in the low-light of an evening. A sunset cruise tour
around deep blue sea in Langkawi includes music and
drinks at the bar which will keep you entertained during
your tour. It gives you a chance to enhance your experience
by spending unforgettable moments with your spouse or
friends. An amazing evening allows you to observe changing hues from orange to a sky blue and black on the Island
and indulge yourself in the panoramic scenery with cocktails and BBQ dinner on the cruise. It also gives an opportunity to take a dip in the warm water of the Andaman Sea.

Langkawi Cocktail Cruise Tour
Langkawi Cocktail Cruise Tour is the perfect gateway to
enjoy your evening & view spectacular sights through the
horizon across the sea. Feel the cool breeze on your face,
listen to waves & witness the sun going down gloriously
that never let you feel bored. The tour gives you a chance to
see the dolphins and eagles making their round while
enjoying the night on the Serene Andaman Sea upon a
luxury cruise with a glass of cocktail in your hand. A perfect
time to share time with your beloved and friends, the best
accompaniment while standing on the deck or leisure at
the cruise enjoying dinner. The tour takes you to the rocking
journey into serenity with a savour of delicious food and
drinks.
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Petronas Twin Towers
Petronas Twin Towers are the landmarks of Kuala Lumpur with 88th storey building
which consists Petronas Art Gallery, shopping centres, interactive science discovery
centre and convention centre. This twin structures are joined at the 41st and 42nd
floors. The skyscrapers also includes an observation deck on the 86th floor which
offers amazing views of the city. Visitors can move easily from one part to another and
also get close views of the tower’s digital displays.

Bukit Bintang
Bukit Bintang is a well-known fashion and entertainment epicentre which gives you a
chance to explore stunning temples and colourful street markets. The experience
takes you to enjoy the finest sites including shopping centres, 5 star hotels, luxury
hotels and night clubs. Visitors can enjoy the night life with live music, cocktails &
meals at the bars and restaurants. The place also has an indoor amusement park
which provides many fun activities and rides to the visitors.

Kuala Lumpur Bird Park
Kuala Lumpur is a popular tourists’ attraction that is located adjacent to the Lake
Garden. The aviary is a home for more than 3000 birds where you can see the bird’s
performances and also enjoy the feeding session for eagles, pelicans, ostriches and
hornbills. The park is divided into several sections like Flamingo Pond, world of
Parrots & pigeon species and kites. Different species of unique and brilliant oriental
birds gives visitors a chance to know more about the Birdlife and mingle with them.

Islamic Arts Museum
The Islamic Museum is a popular tourists’ attraction that takes best collection of more
than 7000 artefacts. The museum is classified into different galleries including India
Gallery, Islamic Architecture Gallery, Chinese Gallery and Malay world gallery. The
museum also hosts additional facilities and activities such as children’s library, storytelling sessions and arts and craft lessons. It consists a remarkable selection of Islamic
artefacts which offers a unique and mesmerising insights into the world of Islam.

Batu Caves
Batu Caves is a limestone hill with a series of caves and temples is an iconic and popular tourist attraction. The popular Hindu temple is located at a steep flight of 272
steps, attracts thousands of visitors and devotees especially at the time of Hindu
festival. The major attraction of the temple is the large statue of Hindu God. It consists
3 caves that gives insight and understanding of the religious roots of incredible and
diverse nation.
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KLCC Park
KLCC Park was built with purpose to promote bio-diversity to attract many local and
migratory birds. It was designed to provide greenery to the Petronas Twin Towers and
the areas surrounding it. Besides the various waterfalls, fountains and reflecting pools
are also scattered around the park. It offers enjoyment at children’s playground,
jogging track, shelters, benches, patterned footpaths and sculptures. A unique theme
Park formed especially for work of art is built with purpose to promote bio-diversity to
attract many local and migratory birds. Every evening, musical fountains presents
amazing views at the man-made Lake.

Aquaria KLCC
Aquaria KLCC is a world-class aquarium that showcases marine life and animals from
Malaysia and around the world. The aquarium is located at Kuala Lumpur Convention
Centre that showcases the exhibits of aquatic and land creatures. It is called a home
to over 150 species of marine life, including scary tiger sharks, lethal sea snakes, blue
rays, bright coral fish, seahorses and more. You'll see freshwater and marine creatures
at the foremost sightseeing attractions that gives you a chance to dive with the
sharks.

Bako National Park
Bako National Park is one of the oldest national Parks that offers visitors an excellent
introduction to the rainforest and coastline of Borneo. It has abundant wildlife, jungle
streams, waterfalls, interesting plant life, beaches & panoramic rocky shoreline. Bako
is notable for its incredible biodiversity as the best national parks includes Mangrove
Blue Flycatcher, Velvet-fronted , Nuthatch, Abbott’s Babbler, White-chested Babbler,
Oriental Bay Owl, Buffy Fish Owl & etc. For the adventure lovers, the park also hosts
trekking for giving them real pleasure.

Merdeka Square, Kuala Lumpur
The Merdeka square is situated in the centre of the city that was dropped by the KL
city gallery to sign up for one of the free heritage walks. A huge open square is a best
known landmark which is famous to taste local street foods and purchase all sorts of
things. Merdeka is a historical site where Malaya declared its independence. The
square also has a large indoor theme park and buildings like Sultan Abdul Building,
club and National History Museum.

National Mosque of Malaysia
National Mosque is the contemporary styled Masjid, provides accommodation up to
8,000 worshippers. Negara’s main dome is in the shape of star presents Malaysia’s 13
states and the five pillars of Islam. Designed by UK architec, the mosque consists
beautiful outdoor gardens with white marble pools and fountains. This unique building embodies a contemporary expression of Islamic art, calligraphy and ornamentation. The mosque is diagonally opposite to the Kuala Lumpur old railway station and
a short walk to the sprawling Lake Garden.
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Thean Hou Temple
Thean Hou Temple is a grand structure that represents a combination of modern
architectural techniques and traditional designs. One of the oldest and largest
temples in Southeast Asia is a shrine where many devotees come to worship. Located
on a hill, the temple offers wonderful views of the city. The temple features a statue,
Chinese medicinal herbs garden and a tortoise pond. It’s a multi-arched gateway
with red pillars, dragon inspired columns, a prayer hall and a popular wedding venue.

National Zoo of Malaysia
National Zoo in Malaysia is known as a home for wide variety of free flying birds. The
Zoo consists 476 species of mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians and fish from Asia
and Africa. It’s a rainforest with a variety of plants, a small aviary, fish pond, horse
barn, playground and a mini cave. The most popular section include Reptile Park,
Malaysian Elephant exhibits, Birds Aviary and Lake Birds. The Zoo also offers a
kid-friendly exhibits that are known as the Children's World.

Kuala Lumpur Tower
Kuala Lumpur Tower - one of the tallest tower is the most recognisable and popular
Iconic landmark that offers scenic views of the city. The tower is located high above
the sea level presents the marvellous views of the sparkling city centre. Its architectural design represents the Journey to the Malaysia’s vibrant Islamic heritage which is
known as the high telecommunication and broadcasting tower. The tower consist a
360° star restaurant and an observation deck which gives bird’s eye views to the
visitors.

Petaling Street
Petaling Street is the well-known shopping district with hundreds of stalls selling all
kinds of stuffs at cheap prices. Located at Kuala Lumpur’s Chinatown where you will
find not only Chinese but also Indian, Malay and Bangladeshi traders. There is a
temple at the end of the street that provides an amazing experience to the visitors.
The Street maintains its traditional atmosphere at the busy place that is crowded
with locals as well as tourists. The area has been transformed into a lively and vibrant
night market that looks beautiful with sparkling lights.

Sri Mahamariamman Temple, Kuala Lumpur
An oldest Hindu Temple situated at the edge of the Chinatown is known as a house
of worship for both cultural and attention grabbing visitors. Shri Mahamariamman is
one of the oldest and richest Hindu Temple with the most remarkable features. A
major feature of the temple is a giant silver chariot which can be seen for carrying
statues of Lord Murugan when Hindu festival “Diwali” approaches. The festival of
lights never fails to attract curious onlookers to know and observe Hindu culture.
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Jamek Mosque
Located in Kuala Lumpur Jamek mosque is designed in Mughal style, consists 3
domes that surrounds prayer hall. The mosque is the city centre of Islamic worship
which was designed by Arthur Benison who was an architectural assistant in public
works and survey department. The mosque is located on the bank of two rivers
named Gombak and Klang that has some informative display of Islam. The historical
architecture is the landscape of Malaysia which is surrounded by palm trees.

Cheng Hoon Teng Temple
A traditional Chinese temple in Malaysia is a central place of worship for Buddhist
community that gives a chance to visitors to discover the story of faith and perseverance. A premier historical monument is one of the most notable landmarks in Malacca. Oldest Chinese temple is dedicated to the Kuan Yin, goddess of mercy with black,
gold and red statue in the central prayer Hall. Known as Merciful cloud temple which
is awarded for outstanding architectural restoration.

Christ Church, Malacca
An Anglian Church in the city of Malacca is one of the oldest and most notable Church,
used for some usual objects that were removed by the Dutch and occupied in Malacca.
The ceiling rises and spanned by wooden beams and covered with a single tree is one
of the most dignified structures in Malacca with huge white cross at the top. Visitors
can find beautiful collection of potted plants outside the church and a colourful group
of trishaws lined up for the tourists. One of the most popular attraction with handmade pews & decorative lights that honour the Dutch Soldiers and locals.

Arulmigu Sri Rajakaliamman Glass Temple
Beautifully decorated glass temple is one of the major tourists’ attraction decorated
entirely with glass. The temple is designed internally and externally with colourful
shiny glass that provides accommodation to over 1500 devotees. Fully air conditioned temple is the most scenic architecture of Malaysia that presents amazing
views as the floors, pillars and walls are designed with colourful glass in a unique way.
There are images of Gautama Buddha, Jesus Christ and other saints. There is a cafe
that serves vegetarian meal and a function hall in an adjoining building.

Danga Bay
Danga bay is the largest recreational Park in the city of Johor Bahru that offers plenty
of activities with fine dining. A magnificent place that presents amazing picture of
the different cultures in Malaysia. Here you can find all sorts of recreational activities
like cycling, skateboarding, kite flying or even paintball. There are also restaurants,
food centres, amusement parks, live bands, a shopping malls and bars. It’s a premier
waterfront city in Malaysia that provides fun to all age persons.
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Penang Botanic Gardens
Penang Botanic gardens also known as the “waterfall gardens”, a well landscaped place
that contains a huge variety of indigenous and exotic plant species. The garden is
divides into 12 sections – formal garden, lily pond, Perdana plant house, tropical
rainforest jungle track, nursery and Quarry Recreational Park. A tropical forest with
several themed gardens is an excellent place to see colourful birds, butterflies, dusky
leaf monkeys and black giant squirrels. The garden is also popular for recreational
activities such as jogging, hiking or cycling.

Sultan Abu Bakar Mosque
Sultan Abu Bakar Mosque is one of the oldest Mosques in Johor Bahru that stands on
the top of the hill, provides accommodation to more over 2000 worshippers at one
time. Beautifully crafted mosque consists 4 minarets which presents breath-taking
views of the place. The interior of the mosque is designed in white marble that looks
like the British watch Towers. The mosque is a combination of Victorian and Moorish
architecture that presents the true beauty of the place to amaze visitors.

Mount Pulai (Waterfall)
Mount Pulai located in Gunung Pulai Park - an amazing waterfall is a good place to
enjoy the peaceful surroundings. There are several pools at the bottom of the waterfall
where visitors can take a dip in the cool water. On the left side of the waterfall there is
a flight of stairs that lead from bottom to the top of it. A large campsite near the top of
the waterfall from where you can enjoy and relax at the amazing place. A campsite by
the waterfall provides leisure especially to those who wants to avoid the crowd.

Pinang Peranakan Museum
Pinang Peranakan Museum located at Church Street is an amazing attraction that introduces
people about the historical culture of Peranakan. The museum is entirely decorated with
Chinese wooden panels which displays more than 1000 antiques and artefacts. The museum is
a former resident of the Chinese straits where balconies offers amazing views over the streets.
Built at the end of 19th century, the museum has an upper class home for the enjoyment of the
wealthy Straits of the past. A grand entrance hall where you can stroll, a luxurious Dining Hall for
having delicious Chinese meal and beautifully decorated Bridal Chamber. It is designed in a
heritage mansion that showcases the Scottish Ironworks, European Art, furniture & more.

Kellie's Castle
Kellie’s Castle is an amazing mansion that was built by a Scottish planer. The mansion
is located near Batu Gajah in Perak Malaysia which is set besides Raya River. This is one
of the oldest ornamental ceilings with dining rooms, hidden rooms and secret underground tunnels. Outside of the castle, the Arts & Crafts Garden is full of old fashioned
roses, herbaceous plants, fruits and vegetables.
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Johor Bahru Old Chinese Temple
Surrounded by modern skyscrapers, Johor Bahru is one of the best Chinese temples in
Malaysia where you can expect to see many other objects passing through major
renovations. An old structure is a place for worship and a symbol of unity among five
Chinese dialect groups. The major attraction of the temple is the huge bronze bell.
You will find 3 beautifully designed prayer halls and a small museum in the temple
premises. The Museum displays the picture of Gods, temple and many antiques.

Gurney Drive
Penang's most beautiful tourist destination located near seafront is a well-known
place of hawkers’ delight and exciting restaurants that come alive at night time. It is
considered a best destination point for sunset views on the Island, is a popular time
out spot for families and lovers. A hugely open sea side place provides a unique experience of dining on a wide variety of seafood outlets. An amazing tour to admire the
striking beauty of the architecture of religious institutions located in the vicinity.

Kek Lok Si Temple
Kek Lok Si is a Chinese Buddhist temple that provides an opportunity to visit and know
more about the Buddhist culture. A well-known attraction, standing on a hilltop near
Penang hill is a pilgrimage site for Buddhist followers. The largest Buddhist temple
divided into three Zones that hosts a statue of Kuan Yin, the goddess of mercy. The
temple comprises a series of monasteries, prayer hall, temples & beautifully landscaped gardens. It also features a turtle as well as fish pond, shops and vegetarian
restaurants.

Royal Malaysian Police Museum
One of the best Museums of Kuala Lumpur that offers a fascinating history of Malaysian Police force. The museum is arranged in 3 galleries that consists a fascinating
collection of artefacts & exhibits that includes weapons like guns, knives and swords.
Galleries A takes you to the know more about the work and history of Malaysian
police. Gallery B takes you to the place of weapons and handmade gadgets used by
the police and gallery C offers a depth explanation on the role of the Police.

Putra World Trade Centre
Putra World Trade is a main convention and exhibition centre, located in Kuala
Lumpur. A premier centre of business and commercial activities is an ideal venue
which is known for high levels of personal services and a flexible approach to make it
a popular event organisers and a meeting planner. It hosts great variety of events
ranging from world class conventions, exhibitions, concerts to corporate functions.
The luxurious complex includes the Pan Pacific Hotel, sleek office block and an exhibition centre.
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National Museum
National Museum is an excellent introduction to Malaysia’s history, economy geography, arts, crafts and culture. One of the top Museums located near the Southern part
of Lake Garden, tells the story of Malaysia’s rich historical and cultural heritage. The
museum is divided in 4 galleries named Prehistory gallery, The Malay Kingdom
Gallery, The Colonial Era Gallery and Malaysia Today Gallery. The second floor sees a
huge Zoological section with different animals and up here is a collection of weapons, including swords, daggers and miniature canons. It’s a palatial structure that
comprises elements of traditional Malay and modern features.

Sipadan National Park
Sipadan is the only Oceanic Island and one of the most beautiful scuba diving spots
in the world with huge pillars that forms the functions as a shelter for many sea
animals and fish. Located at the heart of Indo pacific basin is the centre of the richest
marine habitats in the world. There are several food restaurants offer great food. The
national Park is a small and paradisiacal Island which is famous for its diversity of
Marine life.

Langkawi Sky Bridge
Langkawi Sky Bridge is a curved pedestrian cable-stayed bridge, located at the end of
the Cable Car ride above sea level which gives stunning views. Cable Car ride takes
visitors from the top station to the bridge. Second highest peak includes Waterfalls
and the rainforest which is a set of narrow stairs that cut through the forest leads to
the observatory deck, the highest point of sky and sea views. The bridge also provides
plenty of photo opportunities to the visitors.

Gunung Raya
Gunung Raya is known as the highest mountain in Langkawi that offers spectacular
views of its surroundings areas and Andaman Sea. Its dense forest reserve is a home
for numerous wild life such as leaf monkeys, flying foxes, monkeys, squirrel, eagles &
hornbills. There’s also a small park, museum, satellite control tower & restaurants. The
mountain is also a popular destination for jungle trekking, covered with rainforest
which is full of amazing flora & fauna.

Langkawi Wildlife Park & Bird Paradise
Wildlife Park and Bird Paradise Langkawi is a home for over 2500 exotic birds that
resembles different species of birdlife such as owls, eagles, Toucans, hornbills and
flamingo. A fully covered wild life park in Asia is an indoor park and a popular spot
that has created an ambience of the tropical rain forest. It featured mainly aviaries
with different species of birds that provide protection to the rare found, funny and
amazing creatures.
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